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To provide a description and appreciation of the daily operational environment
in which the DASC must function; methods, procedures and techniques he can use
to function efficiently and effectively;

and how these can be used to fulfill

his responsibilities to IIQDA and the Project Maitager (PM)

with minimum conflict.

STUDY REPORT ABSTRACT:
Tile purpose of this papcr is to provide the DASC, and other members of the
research, development and acquisition field, a brief explanation of:
the
various elements of the daily environment in which the DASC must work, the
importance of each and how they influence his actions; the basis. of the
expertise and credibility the DASC must possess, and how these relate to
and can be used in conjunction with the environment to produce eftective
results; and the responsibilities of the DASC to HQDA and the FM, the relationship of each to his environment, expertise and credibility, and how
potenti'l conflicts between these responsibilities can be minimized.
ELements
of the environment include the Planning, Programing and Budgeting Systemn
(PPBS)- thle,Congressional
Process; the ASARC/DSARC Process; and the Decision
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The paper was prepared using previous personal experience, latest writtetn
documents. and interviews with present and former PMs, and membiers of the
DARCOM. IIQDA and OSD staffs.
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training of the DASC, and to provide other vmembera of the program tu1nagetent
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Army research, development,

and acquisition environmer.t is

increasing in difficulty and complexity at all levels.
increasing whil-t funds remain tightly constrained.
is

intense.

Even under an outstanding PM,

long without adequate funding.
funding without a capable,

Yet,

Requirements are

Competition for funding

a program cannot survive for

few programs will receive adequate

proficient management team.

invaluable member of that tea[i.

rapidly

He is

A good DASC is an

at the forefront in

battle for program funding and support in the HQDA,

the daily

OSD and Congressional

arena.
The objective of this paper is

to help the DASC understand the environ-

ment in which he must champion his assigned program,
and his responsibilities

to HQDA and the PM.

the tools he must use,

To have an understanding of

his environment 5.nfers the L)ASC understands the Planning, Programing and
Budgeting System (PPBS),
process,

the Congressional process,

and the decision making process.

inference be true.

It

is

the ASARC/DSARC

imperative that this

Championing of his program must be done within the

cootext of complete support for primary Army needs.
difficult since the two tay not always

e synonymous.

This could prove
Tools a M\SC must

use include persoual expertise, cred:1Il ty, and bureaucratic procedures.
Whon a UASC fully uaderstanda his euvironment, tools aad respoesibilities, lio l

in a positzoa to prevent conflLct betwoon his responsibilities

to 11QDA an-d the Ptiand to oe~rt enormous impact oat his assignud program.
It

io hoped that this paper will help him to achieve that understading

quickly so that he will bo able to =ska a maxim
Aray throughout his torture aof a MASC.

eontribution to the
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Purpose of tne Scudy Project.
The purp-tie of this paper is to assist newly assigned Department of
the Army System Coordinators tDASCs) in understanding their principle
mission, and the actions requLred to accomplish it effectively and
efficiently.

It

identifies those activities that muat be accomplished,

explains why they are necessary, and offers suggestions on how the activities have been performed effectively by previous DASCS.
"The (DASC's)

To paraphrase,

job is enormously complicated and difficult.

The (DASC)

is

overburdened with obligations; yet he cannot easil- delegate his tasks.
As a result he is driven to overwork and is forced to do many tasks superficially.

Brevity,

his work."1-

fragmentation, and verbal communication characLerize

Yet the DASC function is an e: tremely important and rewarding

one if performed proparly.

With an early appreciation of his role, and an

taitial awareness of how to perform this role, the DASC should be able to
minimize new job fCustration and difficulties while maximizing output early.
This paper will alio provide a basis by which the more experienced DASC
may review the manner in which he performs his Job and may help him
prepare for uew .hallenges with which he may not be familiar.

Other

participants in ArMy research, development And acquisition assignments may
find the descriptive informtioo us@iul as background infotm&rtioa relative
to their roles in the overall procavs.
This guide is not to be ised a& i replacement for, but in coaJunctiou
with AR 70-16.

*Departmeht of the Aray Systae

Coordinator (MASC)," and

Deputy Chief rf Staff for, Resaarch, Dvtvlopwat and Acquisition (DCS3U)

I-

Memorandums 1 through 26.
Scope of thePaper.
This paper will focus on the daily activities in which a DAJ
involved.

It

-will be

identifies the critical prerequisites that allow ý.DASC to

be effective in the pressure packed research, development and ý,7quisition
arena, and some of the daily intertaces he may have in the %.'.%saion making
process,

the ASARC/DSARC process,

system (PPBS)

the planning, ptagram

process, and the Congressional process.

-$

and budgeting

Ai-though these

processes are formal events which occur annually or at specific timfs in
the life cycle of the program, they strongly influence the daily activities
of the DASC.

Each of these processes uses the prerequisites developed

tlroughout the paper, and may also involve definite strategy for that
particular process.

The explanations of these processes in Chapters 11

and III are not intended to be detailed descriptions of the processes.
Rather, they are meant co acquaint the reader with the importance and
The

interrelationship of these processes with the furzctions of the rDASC.
paper is scoped primarily as an operationn'

juide for the new DASC.

It

may also be applicable to other DCSRDA action otfficez's who have responsibilities similar to those of a DASC,
Limit_

but are •a

.so deilnited.

ions of the Parer.

TI,..s paper is bamed oa parso"a'. ex.prtance -Ard on interviews uitb
Project Managers (Qts). ASCs and seuior. expipnt'iced parso-,n.l in the
Materiel Developoent and M.di.aess Coa•atd (VAEXt4). Headquaertes. Depart-

"uet

oi the Army (H1DA).

and the Off ice if the ;4retory of Defense (00)

who .4ave forwrly been DASCa or worked ot. a d1ily basis vith MlSC, .

There

%mu relatively little d Lferea.ce in pircptioa of the rele of an efective
DASC am-mg thoee intervie.vd in spite oi t04 wi,:,(t

rang

of back;roud

*ad

positions within the iwanagement chain.
of those interviewed was extensive,

Although the experience and talent

the paper obviously cannot include

each individual action or decision with which a DASC may be faced.
it

Rather

attempts to identify areas and action patterns that are of importance

or concern to most programs,

and then suggest procedures which the DASC

can use in these areas.
The dynamic nature of the research, development and acquisition
business causes schedules to change,

but the basic strategy and major

events remain relatively stable.

is

major events,
DASC,

as outlined in this paper,

suggested that the strategy and
are applicable for use by a new

but that the timing of some of the events discussed may need to be

adjusted to fit

current schedules.

of definitions or abbreviations,
body.

It

This paper also excludes any listing

except as defined and used within the

The DASC should have several other documents readily available

which include these (AR 70-1,

DA PAM 11-25,

etc.), so that inclusion in

this document would represent unnecessary duplication.
OrganizatiltL of tht Paper.
In addition to the Introduction and Summary,
into three broad categories.
in which a DASC must function.

The first

this paper is

divided

,4tegory discusses the environment

This discussion includes Chapter II,

Program Funding and Chapter III, Decision Making.

The second category

discusses the knowledge and tools an effective DASC must possess.
includes Chapter IV,

Program Expertise and Chapter V, Credibility.

final majcr category is

This
The

a discussion of how a DASC uses his environment,

expertise and credibility to execute his responsibilities to IIQDA and the
PM.

This is

covered in Chapter VI, ResponsibiliLies

1-3h

of the DASC.

CHAPTER II
PROGRAM FUNDING

Webster -i.finep bureaucracy as "an administrative policy-making group;
adherence

. . . government characterized by specialization of functions,

Although popular belief

to fixed rules, and a hierarchy of authority."-2!
seems to be that bureaucracy is
cient,

ineffective,

synonymous with a process that is

perform.

It

arena in which the DASC must
This

is necessary to accomplishment of the DoD mission.

bureaucracy specifically includes,
4nd Doctrine Command (TRADOC),
Agency (OTEA)

the Webster definition is

costly and time consuming,

applicable to the Department of Defense (DoD)

but is

DARCOM,

ineffi-

not limited to, OSD,

DA,

Training

Operational Test and Evaluation

and other Services.

This paper will consider the functions of the bureaucracy with which,
the DASC must become thoroughly knowledgable if
tively.

These functions include location in the bureaucracy,

funding and decision making.

and current year activities.

activities and the ASARC/DSARC process.
function separately,

it

program

Program funding encompasses the planning,

and budgeting system (PPBS)

programing,
process,

he is to operate effec-

process,

the Congressional

Decision making encompasses daily
Although this paper treats cach

should be recognized that all functions can be

occur-ing simultaneously.

For instanc.,

a MSC mwy bi

submitting reclawas

to an Under Secretary of DWfense Research and Engineering (USD.X)
year (FY)

1980 Program Objectives Memorandum (POMI)

fiscal

issue (programit-8),

preparing fikal input for the Fy 1980 Five year Dafenso Program (FYDP)

(budgeting).

briefing Congressional staffers on aowo aspect of hio program

in support of the budget roquast for FY 1979 (ensetwat), aunitoring

IFY I') 8 pri',L'ara
Acrqui.-;it i(Il,

expenditures

(execution),

preparing Jort ao Atrny System

Review Council/Defense System Acqtli5i;tion Revit.w Council

(ASARC/DSARC)

review to be held within the next .few months,

and inter-

facin,:.; with the various elements of the decision making process on program
uia tc.

ment issues or test results of his program, all within a one week

pLr ol.
,i

Each of these activities may I 4itimaLely be using a different

set -if fouding figures.
thour,•w.,h
shot.:.•

Obviously,

perspective,

orientation and a

kno,,.,edre of this maze is essential to the DA\SC.

Figure 2-1

the ['iscal Cycle Overlap.
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Role of DCSRDA.

*

- -

- - - ~

-- -.,- - ~ -

The first element of the bureaucracy with which the DASC must be
thoroughly familiar iS DCSRDA, his home.
mission Involves:
enab
eLh

Reduced to basics, the DCSRDA

(1) acquisition of resources (money and material) to

Army to perform its misston; (2) programing for those resources

u'S int the I'1* ond budget suLbhmissions;

(3)

defending the requested programs

to OSD and Congress; and (64) ensuring the approved programs are effectively
and efficiently managed and executed. 2 / The DASC is deeply involved
in
all these functions.
Uithin the DCSRDW orgatti.ation one also finds the checks and balances
provided by those filling the roles of the integrator/arbicrator (.Xateriel
Plans and Programs - PP),

the advocate

(Hardware Directorates),

nn-;Idvocate (Systems Review and Analysis Office

-

SRAO).

and the

Here the DASC

is c:i:;t into the role of program advocate by virtue of his location and
j ob

Further analysis of the DCSRDA mission reveals strong interrelation

with other DA staff sections.
and procurement business is
Plans

(DCSOPS).

Of particular importance in the development

the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and

DCSOPS has the responsibility of justifying the need and

priority for a system or program before DCSRDA initiates development.

Both

DCSRDA and DCSOPS are vitally concerned that Army needs be satisfied as
expeditiously as possible.

However,

DCSRDA has resource constraints with

which to develop and procure the weapons systems needed by the Army.
Therefore,

all desired programs are not affordable because of funding

restrictions.

This causes special emphasis to be placed on the management

of programs to ensure that available resources are wisely used.

It

also

forces a prioritization of requirements to ensure that those programs
most important to the Army are funded.

The DASC is the individual who is

largely responsible for documenting the justification of his program if
is

to be funded during budget formulation.

always extremely intense.
dichotomy.

Therefore,

it

The competition for funds is

the DASC is constantly faced with a

lie must be the foremost Rdvocate for his assigned program and

acquire adequate funding for it,

while, at the same time he should support

most strongly only those programs which are in the highest interest of the
Army.

These goals may not always be compatible, particularly with the

stakes and competing pressures involved.

In order to make appropriate

recomnendations in these situations, the UASC must have complete integrity,
courage of his convictions, and a clea: understandin3 of Army requirements.
These factors help to make the DASC job one of the most challenging
assignments an Army officer can have at the major or lieutenant colonel
level.
Another factor to be considered is the relative inftrmality of DCSRDA
ia comparison to other DA staff sections.

It

is not uncommon for the

Director or the DCSRDA to call a DASC directly with a question on his
program.

This virtually eliminates dc.lays for guidance and can have tbi

effect of significantly reducing other staffing delays.
in minimal distortion in guidance.

However,

It also results

it does place a greater

burden on the DASC to be constantly up to date on his program, bt aware
of potential issues or problems on the horizon and ensure his responses
are prompt,

accurcte and reflect coordinated positions.

This informality,

in effect, gives the DASC a significant amount of authority not afiorded
other 1QDA staff officers.

It

is imperative that the DASC use this

authority judiciously, and not abuse it.
Planntn&, Programin

and Rud eting System Process.

"Every defense program, no matter how large or small, must be able to
generate. at all tim•,

a "yes" answer to three questions:

to it necd4d or wanted by the defense forces?
Is it

technically feasible?

Is fund•ag available ro develop and deploy it?

2-4

To answer these three questions, all programs are constantly itivolved in
two parallel decigion cycles.
lives - the FISCAL CYCLE.

One they pass through euch year of their

The other they pass through just once

- the

LIFE CYCLE.
While these cycles do run in parallel they do interact and can affect
one another if either cycle comes up with a

"no'

answer to one of the

three questions.
For instance, a program may have documentation to show that it
needed - a LIFE CYCLE decision.

is

The R&D community states that it is

technically feasible - another LIFE CYCLE decision.

The DoD and the

developing Service plan funding for it - a FISCAL CYCLE decision.

But,

should the Congress decide not to approp~riate funds for it - a FISCAL
CYCLE decision

-

then the program is "dead".-

The FISCAL CYCLE includes the planning, programing,

budgeting,

enactment and execution phases which will be discussed briefly, as they
pertain to the DASC,

in this chapter.

Although these phases occur

sequentially, the process has three cycles occurring simultaneously each
year in which the DASC must participate.
1.

Planning Phase:

the issuance,

See Figure 2-2.

The Planning Phsae begins in Hay each year vith

by the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS),

Volume I of the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan (JSOP).

of

Although DCSOPS

has DA staffing respouaib•lity for the JSOP, portions of thWa may be seen
briefly by the DASC for coments.

In the p4st rhe limited tims for review

often negated waningful input by ust DASCs but this may change.

The

JSOP is to Veovide thQ advice of the JCS to the President, the National
Security Council (NSC),

and the Secretary of Defense (SECDU)

on the

military strategy and force structure required to attain the national
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security objectives of the US, and to provide planning guidance co the
Chiefs of the Services and the Commanders of the unified and specified
coomands.

The planning starts with the assessment of the threat to the

security of the US and culminates with the projection of force objectives
to assure the security ot rhe US.Z/

The planning phase which began in

May 1977 will lead to the FY 1980 budget submit.
review of excerpts of the JSOP,

Except for the brief

the DASC hasn't normally gotten involved

in the planning until December when he began providing initial rationale
to support proposed requests for the next POM.
dated 26 October 1977, subject:
Secretary of Defense (SECDEF)

However,

in a memorandum

"Improvements in the PPB System," the

indicated that the Services will become

involved in developing Consolidated Guidance (CG)
support formulation of the next POM.

as early as November to

This is an effort to make the

fiscal constraints less arbitrary and more meaningful.
sions with the Services i Novewbc.r, OSD will draft CG.

Following discusThis will be

reviewed by the Services, discussed with the SECDEF, ravised and then
submitted to the President as Tentative CG.

After review by the President,

the Tentative CC 4ill be revised by OSD and sent to the Services in midMarch as CG.8/
ThiB may mean that the DASC will provide impact statements for
selected program fuudin:

levels as early as November or December to

support formulation of CG.
objectives.

These fuuding levels will be preliminary Army

Submisaioes for these impact statements should be received

from and discussed with the PH during November.

Supporting rationale

should be strong, and must be refiAed and strengthened a: the planning
phase draws to a close.

A word of advice to all DASC's is 'Never treat

any budget "xercise lightly.

Funds ouce cut are extremely difficult to

2-,

recover.1
2.

Programing Phase:

The Programing Phase off~cially begins wiLltthe

SECDEF issuance of the CG, which is currently planned for mid-March.
However, as indicated above, the DASC has already been preparing for this
phase for a month or more.

3y the time the CG is issued, the DASC should

have refined the proposed program funding requests, been busy preparing
his case to support the request, worked with the Force Integration Systems
Officer (FISO)

in DCSOPS to solidify or elevate the system priority, and

wargamed strategy with the PM to combat funding trade offs.

This is done

in preparation for the Pre-Research Development Acquisitior. Committee
(RDAC)

review to be held in early April.

In early March each division in DCSRDA will finalize their proposed POI
input.

The division input is then reviewed and revised at directorate

level.

These reviews include all Program Elements (PE).

The DASC will be

required to defend his request to the Director or Deputy Director during
this review.

The directorate review results in the official proposed fund-

ing request for each program to be presented to the Pre-RDAC.
The Pre-RDAC consists of representatives from DCSRDA PP, SRAO,
Hardware Directoraces,
awl DARCOZ.

the Director of Army Research,

DESOPS, OTFA, TRADOC,

Other DA Staff sections, such as DCSL-. or WA will have

observers when appropriate.

The Pro-RDAC addresses issues raised by

progrL'.-J not funded by the Hardware Directorate
Some programs will receive additional fun4s, sow
and *

the

wtll lose funds.

in prepri.ng the PON.
will reain the same,

The DASC is required to defend his program

before the Pre-&DAC if it is a Pre-IAC Lasue or is suggested a
of funds for trade off during Pre-ilAC deliberations.
the last cb4ace to got fundino

This tL aoally

prior to submission of the POt.
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a source

%TU

period from late February until late April is an extremely criticel time
for the DASC and the program.

It

is often advisable that the DASC forego

any trips during this period in order to be better able to defend his
program funding requezt.

Damage done in this time frame is extremely hard

to recoup.
Recommendations on POM formulation of the Pre-RDAC are reviewed by the
RDAC and in turn by the Program Guidance and Review Committee (PGRC).

The

Army review process of the POM is completed with a review by the Select
Committee (SELCOM) which is chaired by the Vice Ch'.ef of Staff of the Army
(VCSA)?' Normally the DASC input to the POM submission is completed with
the Pre-RDAC, although questiors may be asked throughout the review
process.

The Army review ane approval of the PO

is usually completed in

early May with the POR4 submitced to OSD for review and approval in ml:
May.
The POM is given an indepth rev'ew by OSD.

The DASC will usually be

most concerand with the results of the USDU. portioo of thit review,
because quite frequently issues will result to which he must resnond.
lasues are diaagreenntm between OD and DA coacerning asaw aspect of a
USD&E will normally recomm adco SECDEF a reduction or deferral

program.

of funding in a particulac program or prog.rma to achieve their objective.
A funding ddfeara) may be for funds tn a year other than the prograz year
o! the

MOK. These issues way deal with such things as test plans,

schedule.* technology approiach, documeatat ion, fuud in; level or maaagawac
policies.

to naa

a few.

The effecitve DASC should have a copy of the draft issue pa*r Era

his US=)B couJntearpart

itehin a day after it is proposed, which is perhaps

a weak or tva befare it is off icia~lly reosived by the Amuy.

The DASC

imedistely, in conjunction with the PM, determines program impact o! the
deferral or reduction.
proposed iusue.

The DASC also immediately informs his boss of the

If appropriate, an attempt should be made at the action

level to get the proposed issue deleted or favorably modified prior to
official receipt by the Army.
either late May or June.

'JSDBE schedules a review of all issues in

The DASC will normally accnmpany the Director or

Deputy Director to this review and attempt. Lu•.rCac--a

th--

ISSUZ.

O.VI"OVZ1l",

the justification must be accurate and very strong.
If the reclama fails, which often happens, especially when the DASC
hasn't prepared a strong position, the program will have to be adjusted to
comply with USDRE desires.
be a two edged sword.

The DASC should recognize that this issue can

Ile should negotiate with USDRE to get the most

favorable compromise for his program, then use the issue to ensure that
the direction is complied wit4,

For instance, USDF.S may defer a signi-

ficant 4wuft of the next year's fuls pending receipt of documentation
ouch as a Decision Coordiaatinj

raper (DCP).

The DASC and PH must deter-

mine program spend rates, Pthduie, oojectives and time 'equired to
complete the K?. The PH will specify co the MSC the c€at for dffaeat
periods of time.

The PM and rASC should select , preferred alternative,

s4ch as submittal of the DCtin six months.

The OASC must then sell that

alternative sad a minim=m fundiug im;act on the program to USDRE so the
program doesn't *top.

The DSC may thea use the Usue as a lever to

ensure receipt of the D

date.

Vits the X

to KQD

for submission to USDUE by the suspeaae

.wet also come a rtquir.ao

document from the user.

Thereloro, it thd program Us of sufficieut pftg.ritY, Ade-qu.at. Pressure can
be ap~,liad to speed txp the bureautratic pro-cesoa rtd parhapa field a eed~d
siyotem q~uicker titan wol4A

o#.berw~it happeai.

Tha moal here is that

receipt of an issue on a program need not be a disaster or even a hinderance to the program if the PM and DASC are flexible, think positively and
use initiative.
Following the ,.ssue paper reclama process,
decisions on each of these PO

issues via the Program Decision Memorandum

The PtA is supported by a resources annex that provides a transla-

(PI4).
ti=

the SECDEF will make

o:-,ces tfo Pr•nram Elements (PE)

if

to the Army in July.
on the PDX.

in the FYDP.

is transmitted

The Army has two weeka to submit coments to SLCDEF

Following comients and reclamas by the Army,

is amended as necessary to incicrporate new decisions.
with a Status Report, to the PresiJent for review.
review and President/SECDEF meeting,
to Services in late August.
3.

It

Budgeting Phase;

the original Ptt

These are then sent,

After Vresidential

the amended PDM is revied -a-d s-ent

Figure 2-3 illustrates the PPBS process.

Technically the Budgeting Phase follows the

Programing Phase which ends with publishing of the PDM.

In actuallty,

DASC preparation for the Budgeting Phase occurs during the same time
reclAms oZ 70. issues are underway.

Consequently, the DASC may be in a

position where he must 4attcp4te worse case -esults from tih

reclaw of

hit program issue while simltaneously milling an opcImti:tc ed result

fvr the program, in the budget year - a Yvery difficult 1--t achieveable

task.

Tha Divistoa trade of f# for the FYD? submission begku in June.

eftewe of the progSca

request is then

eone

just as it was to X.Arch, with the sur

at directorate level to July
3DA-C maetiag ira late July to

ficali~e the Azzy b..-*Jit submission.
The procedures uaoJ in this pronese at* the *a"n

preprat iao of the V~ON ducing

spria.

-hoe* used in

IHowivtr, there arfe two thioap

of ubi.cb the DASC shoujld be &ware. First, thd PYOF is an outgrowth oi
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the POM which was prepAred in the spring, so a level and perhaps a
direction, i.e. funding increase or decrease, has been established.
Secondly, program factors and priorities can and often do change between
March and July.

Such things as fav-rable test results, technical diffi-

zulties or ASARC decisions may h.-ve significant impacts.

Thc lesson here

for the DASC is that the boss must continually be informed on the status
of the program, work must constantly be underway to maintain oz improve
the priority of the program, and funding requirements a•'d requests must
always be current.

If the funding requirements are valid but were not

satisfied in the POH, or ha'e changed based on additional guidance,
appropriate requests with adequate rationale should be made in the July
budget review.

Although this is primarily a fine tuning of the budget

based on the POH submissi;on, changes can and will be made if justification
is adequate.

An effective

WASC should never allow an opportunity to

strengthen his program funding escape unused.
Following the sawe reviews as Li the spring, the Army budget is
fiaali"ed in August, printed aad submitted to OSD for review and approval

in late September.
The budget submittal ts reviewed ,.,tenstvaly by OSD upon receipt.
DurLing this review, the DASC will be scheduled to praoont a 15-40 minute
briefing on his program to representatives of OSDO and the Offie of
Mangement ind Budgut (0MB).
review at this tim ti

Otecmber.
Januar'

The OK

represiutatives are wakLng their

anticipattoo of receipt of the o: bldgect

They will sake

fiaal

in

recowandattoo to the Preside=c in

usually bsaed 00 this ceview.

For 3DTE ceques ca, 050 usually

bjA* repcosentattvs fro* bothb USDU 4od the OSD Compuoller.
procucewanc requidtus. it is Qften just the Comptroller r

P'oe

aeprsntactives.

The.'i briefings will usually include a discussion of key system capabilities, program changes from the previous year and funds requested.

If a

DASC has a program in which funding requests are being made for both RDTE
and Procurement, he will present two briefings to OSD/OMB representatives,
one to support the RDTE request and one to support the procurement request.
These briefidgs, which are normally scheduled from mid-October to mid-November, are extremely important to the program.

A poor presentation or failure

to satisfactorily answer questions here can result in a reduction or
elimination of funding in the program budget request.
10-15% of the Army budget request is

Historically, about

taken away at this point.

The DASC

must anticipate issues and be prepared to address them in detail, as well
as answer any other question which may be asked.

called Program

Issues,

Budget Decisions (PBD),

at this juncture may have a very s-uý't Suspense

when they arrive at DA,

so reclamas must be prepared in advance and a
DCSOPS and the Assistant Secretary of the Army

united front,

by DCSRDA,

for Research,

Development and Acquisition (ASA(RDA))

get the funds restbred.
Army FYDP as a change.
it

If

this fails,

This is

must be presented te

the PBD's are inserted into the

the last DoD review of the budget before

goes to OMB for final review and incorporation into the President's

budget.
One other very important DASC action which occurs in
is

preparation of the Descriptive Summ' 1 3 .

This is

important documents the DASC will prepare all year.

this Budget Phase

one of the most
There are several

specific formats, depending upon the type of program or project element
involved.

However,

they all include a program background,

program

activities for prior years, the current year (in November 1977 the current
year is FY78),

the budget year,

and to completion,
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program funding and

test results.

When these descriptive summaries are finalized, they are

consolidated in one book, and submitted to Congress in support of the Army
budget request.

Preparation of these begins in October and must be

finished by early December.

The PH should definitely have input into

these, but the DASC is responsible for final refinement and submission.
This document will form the basis for the Army support of the program to
Congress during the en4ctment phase, and will be used by staffers, not
only in the current budget request, but will be compared against descriptive summaries from previous years to determine how consistent the Army
story ir,or has been on any given program.

The DASC must have a valid

explanation fc-. any change to the previous year's plan, any change in
siz• of funding request and for future :.r"•Eram plans.

lV-k, dpsci:4tive

sui•iariea will also form the basis fo7 the preparation of var;ous fact
sheets which will be provided to the Ausistant DCSRDA (ADCSRDA),

DCSRDA

and ASA(RDA) to assist in their preparation for testifying before Congress
on the Army budget request.

Congressional fact sheets should also be

derivatives of, and consistent with, the descriptive summary.

Poor pre-

paration of this document will usually result in an increased work load
later on, and probably will significantly increase the vulnerability of
the program to funding reductions during Congressional Review.
In those very rare instances where there is a valid need and desire
to expedite a critical program by increosing funding in the budget. year,
after the budget leaves DA but before it
be made as late as early December.

leaves OSD, such an increase can

However,

the funds will have to come

-from other Army programs already approved by OSD,

the justification will

have to be extremely strong, the priority will be extremely high and USDRE
will have to agree to the transfer of funds between programs already
2115

included in the Army budget submission.

This happens very, very

infrequently and is not a recommended course of action.
Completion of the 0$D review is the end of the PPBS cycle.

The DoD

budget, which includes the Army request is then sent to O0B for review and
then to the President for final review and approval.

The DoD budget is

incorporated into the National Budget, which is then formally presented
to Congress in January accompanied by the President's Annual Budget
message.
Congressional Process - Enactment.
"Congressional review of the Defense portion of the President's budget
is undertaken from the separate standpoints of AUTHORIZATION of programs
aud APPROPRIATION of funds.
for appropriations for:

Annual authorizing legislation is required

major procurement items (aircraft, missiles,

naval vessels, tracked combat vehicles, torpedoes,
development,

other weapons); research,

test, and evaluation; authorized active duty military

personnel and strengths; setting the authorized personnel strength of the
selected Reserve components; and for the authorization of the military
construction program.

Authorizing legislation is prepared by the House

Armed Service Committee (HASC)
(SASC).

and the Senate Armed Services Committee

The Appropriation legislation is prepared by the Defense Sub-

Committees of the House Appropriations Committee (HAC)

and ý,hi

Sent a

Appropriations Committee (SAC). *11/
In addition to these committees which are responsible for authorizing
and appropriatin? the funds to support the DoD budget request; there is a
House Budget Committee and a Senate Budget Committee.

They, in effect set

ceilings, in the form of concurrent resolutions, which state the maximum
amount that can be authorized and appropriated by Congress.
2-16

Just as in

OSD, Congress historically authorizes and appropriates less than the Army
requests.
"The Budget Committees relate all Federal appropriat.Ions bills to each
other and to the overall budget targets.
competes with other Federal agencies'

The DoD budget, in essence,

requests for constrained funds and

the strongest justification determine the distribution.

The DoD request

is more susceptable to across-the-board reductions if total budget ceilings
are exceeded.

The decisions can be influenced by Budget Committees whose

memberships are aot necessarily defense oriented.

To preclude unwanted

cutbacks in high priority DoD programs, the DoD must ensure that justifications are strong enough to compete for funds with other requests and
withstand hard challenges from the Budget Committees.
Each budget request contains,

in addition to the budget year,

estimates of costs for each of the next four successive fiscal years.

The

Congressional Budget Office is tasked to perform a five-year cost analysis
on every such bill or resolution reported out by any committee except the
Appropriations Committees.

The GAO has been authorized to establish an

Office of Program Review and Evaluation to assist the Congress with these
analyses.

The compatibility of the budget, the Five Year Defense Program

(FYDP) and the Program Objectives Memoranda (POMs)
importance

thus takes on greater

as a result."l-12/

The DASC should recognize by now that securing approval of funds for
his program is similar in many respects to the Super Bowl selection
process.

One keeps playing as long as one keepswinning.

A loss at any

stage of the process and the season is over.
1.

Authorization Phase:

in mid-January,

After submittal to Congress by the President

Congressional staffs review the overall National Budget
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and back-up material briefly, with detailed Congressional review commencing
early in February as the HASC begins formal hearings.
Chairman of the JCS (CJCS),

The SECDEF, the

Service Secretaries and Service Chiefs present

their posture statements and testify on the overall DoD budget.
quent hearings,

In subse-

staff representatives of the DoD Components are then

questioned on details of the programs and estimates of requirements as
supported in the budget.
Prior to these hearings, at which the ASA(RDA),

the DCSRDA and the

ADCSRDA will testify as Army representatives, the DASC will be required to
prepare an updated fact sheet for the ASA(RDA), the DCSRDA, and the ADCSRDA
on each of his programs (usually in mid-December or early January).
Although the specified format of these are different, the content is
essentially the sama and must be consistent with data in the descriptive
sumary.

The Director of the Directorate to which the DASC is assigned

will have a copy of the DCSRDA fact sheet (called grab and run sheets).
The LASC will also be required to prepare possible questions concerning
his pvogram about which the ASA(RDA),
during testimony.
early January.
thereafter.

DCSRDA, or ADCSRDA may be asked

These questions are also prepared about mid-December or

Answers will be requested with the questions or shortly

These questions will deal with any area which has been

questioned previously, is controversial, or in which problems have or may
occur.

It is imperative that these questions and answers be prepared in

conjunction with the VM. The DASC should not attempt to conceal or gloss
over problem areas at this time, because to be caught short in an area
where the Congressional questioner or staffer has valid, derogatory

information that is unknown to the ASA(RDA), DCSRDA, ADCSRDA or the DASC
can seriously erode the credibility of the witness and the program.
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i

Consequently,
reduced.

the capability to defend the funding request is significantly

The key here is to have solutions or feasible courses to solu-

tions for all questions and potential problems prior to the hearings.

There are often questions which the ADCSRDA, DCSRDA or ASA(RDA) can't
answer, or requests for inserts to the Congressional Record to clarify
points discussed during testimony.

These are transmitted to the DASC for

response following each appearance by an Army witness.

They will be

received through the Congressional Liaison channels and will require a
response in 48 to 72 hours.

The response must be factual, consistent with

the descriptive summary, truthful, discussed with the PM, well written in
the proper format, coordinated, and approved at directorate level all
within the required time span.

A thorough knowledge of the intricacies

and status of the program is essential if the DASC is to be effective
here.

Failure to be effective bodes ill for the program.

"Wdhen the HASC completes its hearings, it publishes a report containing
committee recommendations.

The report is reviewed by the full House,

debated, amended and a House Authorization Bill passed.
The SASC also holds a series of hearings, some in parallel with the
HASC.

The hearing preparations and procedures are the same for the DASC

here as described above for the House hearings.

After review by the full

Senate, debate, amendments passed, the Senate passes its version of the

Defense Authorization Billl--3/
If the funding of the DASC's program is reduced or eliminated by
either the HASC or SASC. and this often happens to even well supported

programs, a reclama must immediately be made to the other committee in an
attempt to get the funds restored.

The nature of the reclama will vary,

depending upon the severity of the reduction and the priority of the
2-19

It may range from a simple fact sheet, a briefing to the

program.

staffers by the DA3C or PM, a visit to Congress by the Director, ADCSRDA,
DCSRDA or ASA(RDA),

to a letter from or appearance before Congress by the

USDRE or SECDEF, or any combination of the above.

This is just another

reason the DASC must ensure that the priority of his program is as high
as possible, because the higher the priority, the stronger the support at

the highest levels.
If there are any differences between the House and Senate verions of
the Authorization Bill, they are resolved by a Joint Conference Committee
consisting of a small number of members from each house.

Reclamas must be

submitted and support from one of the committees verified prior to the
meeting of the Joint Conference Committee,

or the funds will be lost.

After resolving the differences the Conference Committee prepares and

issues its report.
"The Conference Report is first brought before the full House where it
may be debated,

amended and a final Authorization Bill passed.

It

should

be noted that any amendments to the Bill at this time could result in Lhe
necessity ).-r another Conference Committee being established.
The Senate next takes up the Conference Report and the House Bill as
passed.

After debate, amendments the Senate passes the Defense Authoriza-

tion Bill.
The bill as passed by both houses of Congress is then forwarded to the
President for signature to complete the AUTHORIZATION PHASE.
2.

Appropriation Phase:

the APPROPRIATION PHASE is very much similar

to the AUTHORIZATION PHASE in that the bill must be considered by coamittees
of each house, in this case by the Appropriations Committees, pass both
houses, be compromised in conference and finally passed and signed by the
2-20

President.

this phase will begin in February

For the FY79 FISCAL CYCLE,

1978 and ran through to September 1978.
For the House, the first review is conducted by the House Appropriation
Committee (HAC)

which reviews the submitted DoD Budget and also the

Authorization Bill passed.

It

should be noted that any item deleted

during the AUTHORIZATION PHASE cannot be considered during the APPROPRIATION
PHASE.

After the review, the HAC prepares and issues its report which

contains its recommendations. ,14/
The preparation for the hearings,

the conduct of the hearings and

response to questions following hearings entails the same activities for
the DASC ir the Appropriations Phase as discussed under the Authorization
Phase.

This is just anothcr chance for the DASC to excel.

In addition to the preparations and activities discussed earlier, the
DASC must be prepared to brief any of the Congressional Staffers on very
short notice.

This may be before or after the hearings.

There may also

be times when the DAUC will actually participate as a witness in the
hearings.

In either case, whether briefing a Congressional Staffer,

testifying or acting as a backup to someone else who is tewtifying, the
DASC must have a thorough knowledge of his program.
"The report is reviewed and considered by the full House and after

debate and possible amending, a House Appropriations Bill is passed.

The

Senate Appropriations Committee (SAC> also holds hearings, some of which
are in parallel with the HAC.

The SAC then prepares its report which

contains its recomendations.

After review by the full Senate, debate,

amendments from the floor, the Senate passes its version of the Appropriations Bill.

If there are any differences, and there usually are, between the
2-21

House and Senate versions of the Appropriations Bill, they are resolved by
a Joint Conference Committee consisting of a small number of members from
each house.

After resolving the differences the Conference

Committee

prepares and issues its report.
The Conference Report is first brought before the full House where it
Lay be debated, amended and a final Appropriations Bill passed.

It should

be noted that any amendments to the Bill at this time could result in the
necessity for another Conftrence Committee being established.
The Senate next takes up the Conference Report and the House Bill as
passed.

After debate, amendments the Senate passes the Defense Appropria-

tions Bill.
The Bill as passed by both houses of Congress is then forwarded to the
President for signature to complete the APPROPRIATION PHASE and E-ZACTMENT."L'Current Year Activities.
1. "Apportionment Process:
it

Once the Appropriations Bill is passed,

is binding as to how much the DoD can obligate thereu

ad, within

its broad purposes, what can be bought.
The APPORTIONZ.ENT process,
place in late Sepcember,
finalized and passed.

exercised throug•h the 0M, normailly takes

early October, as the Appropriations Bill is

Apportionment reflects Presidential cntrol and

can restrict the rate or purpose of obligations as provided by law.
designed to prevent overobligattone.

is

Funds are made available on a

quarterly, annual, or other periodic basis.
the basis of hea•'i•s

It

ApportioUmnts are made on

conducted by O(B/OSD and DoD Component&s whrein

apportionment requote are considered.
The Apportiouint process also serves the ioportant fu',ctioa of updating the budget which was submitted to OSD more than a year previously.
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In the absense of an enacted appropriation,

the SECDEF establishes

authorized obligation rates for each appropriation.

After the appropria-

tion is enacted and the apportionment is released by the 0B, the
apportionment becomes the SECDEF's authorized obligation rate.
Following the establishment of the rate of obligation by the SECDEF,
the DoD Components allocate funds to responsible officials in their
organizations.

These allocations are usually divided into suballocations,

allotments and sub-allotments or are included in operating budgets to make
funds available for commitments,

obligation and expenditure.

m commitment

is a reservation of funds based upon currently directed use of funds
leading to obligations.

An obligation is a liability, e.g., a firm con-

tract for goods or services.
Allocations,

An expenditure is payment of the obligation.

commitments, obligations and expenditures are carefully

'.ontrolled to avoid overspending.'16/

The main concern of the DASC in

this phase is to make sure funds are allocated to his program in a timely
manner.
"NOTE:

In instances wher..

Pperopriation Bills are delayed in the

Fnactment Phase past the start of the Fiscal Year. the Congress can pass a
joint resolution to provide authority to continue operations pending
pasate of the Appropriations Bill.

This so-called "Continuing Resolution"

authori:es rates of expenditure not to exceed the lesser rate of (1) that
achieved in the precediuS fiscal year or (2) that reflected to any ptior
action of either hod) of the Coag•ess.

Obligations must also be in con-

socance with approved programs and the rate of obligation establLshed by
the SECDEF as well as any deferrals made to prograes.
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2. Exocutioa Pbase. The final pbAae of the FISCAL CYCLE is tbA exeacutioc
phase. or the phase wher

the funds are actually obligated.

This ph"*e

is in a third FISCAL CYCLE that is occurring concurrently with the
Programing Phase or Budgeting Phase of one FISCAL CYCLE and the Enactment
Phase of a second FISCAL CYCLE,
three.

with the DASC being deeply involved in all

Remember that the Planning Ptase of a fourth FISCAL CYCLE is also

underway at thc same time, but that the DASC is usually not involved in
this phase to any great extent.

The execution phase is concerned with the

current FY which starts on 1 October each year snd ends on the follo4ing
30 September.

In November 1977, the current year would be FY 1978.

The only constant in the research and devtlopment business is change.
In order to be better able to react to this change the funding system has
some built in flexibility that allows the Army to adapt to changing
requirements,

to take advantage of unexpected success or to address

unexpected problems on an expeditico's basis.

In almost all cases that any

of these three factors occur, more m-,aey is needed in some program.

It is

up to the UDSC to attempt to acquire the needed additional funds for his
program.

In order to accomplish this he must know the rules, adhere to

them, and be prepared to act when the funds become available.
3. Reprograming: This is "making changes in the applicatiAn of funds for
purposes other than those originally coatemplattd aitu budgeted for,
testified to. and described in justification% submitted to Congressional
coittees in support of fund authorizations and budget requests."'--/
DoD Insotrutioc.

provide for three approve

reprograing classes as

listed below:
"(M)

Prior C4oogreasional approval is raquiri to repOgraa any fuWdU

to an item reduced by. Coc.iess or "own to be of apecl

interest to 000

of ub.. coemitteds.
(2) Prior aotificatiou to Cwgpeas io required foe ocher repeftamlo.4
3.2Z4

above specified thresholds for a budget
(3)

ic:ivity or a program element.

Below threshold actionu art! within the authority of OSD and are

to Congress.".2/
reported on a semi-annual or quarterly basis
The DA reprograming policies listed in AR 70-6 are in ac',ordance with
the Army is constrained by

At HQDA level,

the above listed guidelitie;.

"rheSe limits allow the Army to

the •anme limTits impsed on t,D.

in the current-base -program

'Ioess than $2,0C3J,()0f

make cumulative changes o

"

amount of a [,ro.ýram element.
Cumulati'e reductionts

(a)

pruoram element

finance

in priil,

incr,'ascd

,)r

costs iii other ziria:;

No uxcpttlo

(b)

or,.ca:Ls wh,!.

RIY'i-

,'ar

-: S2,000,000 may be inade in a

in e::cess

funds aru required to

01v same prigrant year.

to the $2,000,000 li..)tation can be made for

increases."201
a.

Above Threshold Funding:

Any such request must be

request to Coagress for the. additional funds.
submitted through and 6iprcvd by OSD.
,re

involves a formal

Above Threshold Fund$tn-

Fundin,gequ sts going this route

often not apprcovd in a timely fashion ýtcakuse ot the slo , approval

process by C•)ogres*.

They ahould 1w undet.ken only ag a last resort

KerAl million dollars are

involved oa an wtremely high piviori.ty program.

The DASC will nv'd to e•turk, t6.t strong Suport has heen geate4
Jut NQA a•,nd OSD prior to iii~tt'dtj
Roquvit , or thor',

,WIlh

0h1
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reprograming limitations.
In trying to increase funding for a program the DASC should remember
that near the end of the old FY or the start of the new FY funds will
usually become available for reprograming due to failure to obligate all
funds in various programs.
program elements.

These funds can be reprogramed into the old FY

Since this occurs almost every year,

ready to make his case if additional
There is
year.

the DASC should be

funds are needed.

often a Formal Decrement List created early in the current

This is

a designiation of potential sources of funds from approved

programs to be transferred tu high priority programs should the need arise.
The programs listed on the Decrement List are usually The lower priority
programs.

Funding can be obtained from the Decrement Listing if

by an ASARC decision,

if

the DASC can make the case to solve a critical

problem on his program, or to expedite a given phase.
available at other times during the year also,
inflation requirements,

etc.

Again,

the DASC to eliminate funding needs,

Funds may become

such as funds to fulfill

thelprogram priority,

Therefore,

a DASC with knowledge of when funds will

become available and an ability

It

is

A PM may be

but without proper funding h.s program will falter and

eventually fail.

invaluable,

the ability of

and being prepared when the funds

become available are the keys to getting funds reprogramed.
outstanding,

required

essential,

to get his fair share of those funds is an

part of the management team.

just as important for the DASC to anticipate when additional

funds are going to be required for other programs,

and be prepared and

capable of defending his program against funding reductions.
mairing his case,

To assist in

the DASC should have a copy of the current PM spread

sheets with itetns prioritized.

Keep the program off the decrement list,
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or it

is,

by definition, extremely vulnerable to reduction.

Shortage of

funds in a program means elimination of some of the tasks originally deemed
essential to successful development.

Extensive reductions will adversely

affect essential tasks, thereby i.ncreasing the program risk and making the
program vulnerable to termination.

Any budget or decrement exercise must

be approached as a matter of utmost importance and seriousness if the
program is important.

If it isn't important,

it should be terminated.

Failure in these exercises may well accomplish that end whether desired or
not.
One further thing which the DASC must remember in this area is that any
program which is reduced by Congress has,

in effect, been capped and is not

eligible for any reprograming actions during the year in which the
Congressional action applies.

The only exceptions to this are when the

language in the authorization and appropriation legislation specifically
states that the reduction was made "without prejudice" or that DoD does
have authority to internally reprogram into the specific program element if

so desired.

Obtaining favorable language on potential Congressional

reductions should always be a final fall-back compromise position by the
DASC in his reclama to Congress should all hope of getting funds reinstated
fail.

Otherwise, his options in supporting the program fundwise are almost

non-existent during the year of the ceiling.
Even though the PPBS seems to be quite complicated,
that the DASC learn this system thoroughly.
blood of every program.

it

is imperative

Through it flows the life

Complete familiarity with PPBS can be a major asset

to the %AASC in supporting the fund needs of his program.
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(.CHAPTER

III
DECISION %L,\KING

Decision making is
design,

almost

impossible to identify a single individual

given decision.
effort is

extremely complex at the HQDA/OSD level.

Rule is

normally by consensus.

It

avoided by delay or compromise.

It

is

is,

by

who makes any

seems as if

made to avoid confrontation and to accept compromises,

whij:h may be undesirable or even unworkable.

It

every
many of

Hard decisions are often

therefore imperative

that a DASC

learn to be flexible in his actions without compromising important principles.

"Important principles

may and must be inflexible."Z-.2

able to identify and achieve basic objectives,
deviations or excursions.

Expertise,

leverage are the key ingredients

regardless

planning,

to success

in

a vacuum,

datory.
leads

Conversely,

process.

But the DASC must ensure
Herein lies

"Office Management

(havacteristics ti

f

Scharacterimtics

_ " ". ".

...

.

..

which may be called a

.

the coordination
intcnt,

Additional guidance on

or idea
the

presented in DA Memorandum

- Staff Actioa Process.
akiti,• .uroauc'racy.

ort un official H{QDA position,

which the author considers

. . .

made unilaterally

coordination are man-

that Lhe basic meaning,

the challenge.

Lite Decisi2on

Although certainly

L.

ever

normally best accomplished by one or two individ-

priaciples and policies of utaff action is
340-15,

if

will probably be refined and/or modified in

not changed.

and

the generation of an idea or paper which ultimately

The product of this individual effort,

"strawman",

tenacity,

this area.

depth analysis and thorough staff

to a decision is

uals.

is

in

of required

negotiation,

Since decisions at the HQDA level are seldom,
or in

He must be

there aro certain

to be typical of tho lQDA/OSD

lI'•

--

decision-making bureaucracy.

A listing of such characteristics would

include:
1. Those with decision-making authority are relatively few.
2.

Those who have (non-decision-making) authority but little or no

accountability are many.
3.

Those who have opinions on actions leading to decisions are legion.

4.

Participants change with actions, depending upon staff interest.

5.

Relative impact of the various participants varies with the action.

6.

On most actions, coordination is normally effected with a small,

common nucleus of participants.
7.

The decision makers require as many facts as possible before they

can or will make a decision.
8.

Facts must be objective, concise and clearly presented with all

sides of an issue addressed.
9.

Conclusions and recommendations must be supported by the facts of

the case.
10.

A non-concurrence doesn't necessarily mean disapproval.

11.

Staffing strategy of a controversial paper is extremely important.

12.

The relative informality of DCSRDA provides a quick reaction

access to the decision makers when necessary.
Some DASCs view several of the character.stics listed above as hinderances to the accomplishment of their mission.
However,

This certainly can be true.

they might better be viewed as challenges which can provide a

source of help and direction to the DASC.

They will force the DkSC to

look at all aspects of a problem, allow him to use the combined expertise
and experience of all those with whom the action must be coordinated, help
him to formalize and perfect his defense oi the action, and provide
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assurance that the stated position or recommendation is
supported before it

defensible and

goes to the decision maker.

Another important i.upect of the coordination process is
uals may not necessaril-'

that individ-

oppose a program just because they question an

action or aspect of the program, or because they non-concur in the action.
This strategy is often used to force the DASC and PM to take a more
indepth,

non-emotional look at their program and prepare strong, objective

rationale to support the particular point in question.
as a vehicle or lever to persuade another staff element,
subordinate headquarters
have been wrong.

If

difficult lessons to learn.

it

or

can often preempt much more serious

For most new DASCs,

this is

one of the most

They will usually consider those who non-concur

or question actions as the enemy,

and will either become emotional in their

defense or try to by-pass the problem area.

If

outside agency,

the DASC and PM will accept questions in this manner,

questions by OSD and Congress.

war."

can also be used

to readjust their position without appearing to

and then get their homework done,

acceptable,

It

Neither of these approaches is

although they may allow one to "win a battle while losing the

a DASC does his job well,

to non-concurrences

he will anticipate areas that can letid

and take appropriate action to resolve them in his

favor before they actually materialize.

Coordination from all key staff

elements is required for most critical actions.
are somewhat similar to sores in

Concerns about a program

that the longer they remain open and

unaddressed the more serious they can become.

This means that sooner or

later the question must either be answered satisfactorily for the doubters,
o• the prograam becomes vulnerable.
A third lesson one must learn quickly is

to identify and understand

the responsibilities of each staff section and to ensure input from the
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appropriate section is
actions (e.g.

strongly considered in preparing papers or staff

OD'ISLOG input for the logistics a-.nex of the DCP.)

Without

seeking and including appropriate input in an action, a DASC almost
invariably builds a delay into final approval of the action and creates a
high probability of trying to zeii an untenable

position.

elements are very jealous cf their areas of responsibility,

Most staff
so a new DASC

certainly cannot afford to create problems for himself or his program by
inadvertantly or purposefully attempting to ucsurp responsibilities or
authority legally belonging to someone else.

The penalty is

too high.

Regardless of how difficult or painful the experience may be,
must find out who is

responsible for a given area,

address that input in the action if
and Functions,

get their thinking and

at all possible.

Department of the Army,"

is

the DASC

AR 10-5,

"Organization

must reading for the new DASC

along these lines.
A review of the characteristics of the decision-making bureaucracy
listed above is best accomplished by considering them from three different
aspects.

One aspect concerns the participants involved,

ledge required,

and the third the mechanics used.

Participants in

the Decision Making Bureaucracy.

another the know-

In preparing an action for approval by one of the decision-makers,
DASC must ensure that his preparation is
to the decision-maker's guidance.
discover any hiddea pitfalls,

thorough,

objective,

the

and adheres

The DASC should exert maximum effort to

and to anticipate problems in an effort to

prevent the decision-maker from being

0urprised.

The decision-maker is

extremely busy, and normally will aeod to spend minimal time on any one

(

action.

Therefore,

concisely,

the action mu-4t be presented accurately,

clearly,

with the reconmmendations being a log!.cal and supportable-

and

derivative of the facts and conclusions.

Care must be taken to ensure

that approval of the action does not infringe upon the responsibilities of
another staff element.

During the coordination process the DASC must

ensure that coordination is effected with all staff elements that have an
interest in the action.

Appropriate efforts must be made to resolve issues

or non-concurrences before the action goes to the decision-maker for
approval.
Most actions require a relatively fast response.

If the assigned

suspense cannot be met, the DASC should take appropriate steps to have it
adjusted to a later date well before the original suspense date, and notify
all intermediate points of document control within DCSRDA.

This can

precludo an unnecessary crisis because someone thinks a suspense has been
missed.

In conjunction with this, the DASC should understand that

although he is responsible for bringing together facts for a decision, all
data is not completely correct.

Usually, the shorter the suspense, the

more probable that incorrect data is likely to be used.
causes tne end product to be somewhat less credible.

This obviously

Therefore, the

degree of credibility of information supporting an action should be conveyed
to the decision-maker prior to the decision.
There are some key participants in the management team with whom the
DASC must establish a strong, effective, dependable working relationship.
These people will be involved in most actions affecting his program.

They

include, as a minimum, the PM, the FISO, and the DASC's counterparts in
ASA(RPA), USDRE, and HQ DARCOM.

This group represents views from the

developer, the user, the Army Secretariat and OSD with indepth insight into
the technical, operational, management, and political aspects of the
program.

Each can apply leverage in a different manner and to different
3-5
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problem areas in the coordination process.

A strong, unified position by

these participants on a given action can do much to preempt problems during
the coordination process.

Each member of this group should actLvely

participate during formulation of an action if possible,

in order to

establish a strong, defensible "strawman" that requires minimum refinement.
The relationship within this group must be open,
Lhat is

rooted in mutual respect.

informal and candid; one

This group should form the nucleus of

the DASC's confidents from whom he receives advice and support.
of future reference in this paper,

For ease

this group will be referred to as the

"key group".
Even though the key group may form the conm.mon nucleus of participants
for most actions, different participants may play key roles for selected
actions.

This depends upon the nature of the action and the concern of

the participant.

For example, OTEA may be a key participant on an action

involving a test issue, but not be a participant at all on an action
involving a management issue of the program, whereas the FISO would
probably be a key participant in both instances due to strong program
interest by

DCSOPS.

On the big actions,

such a3 coordination of a DCP,

many participants become key due to the

requirement for total coordination.
iailure to resolve an issue,

where many issues are merged,

A non-concurrence here,

caused by

could lead to resolution by the VCSA, with a

lower probability of the DASC achieving his objective if

Che issue or uon-

concurring &taff element has been by-passed up to this point in the
development

process.

Beware of short cuts on difficull issuos,

because

they have a habit of cowing back L, lhaunt you.
Wh•n staffing a paper a DASC should recogniie that some of the participant.

in the procuss have extensive knou:lclge in a very limited arna.
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They may or may not be knowledgeable of the implications of their concern
on the soldier who needs the system or of the funding implications
required to support their preferred alternative.

Ofteu they do not care.

They may lack a sense of urgency or objectiveness, and will quite
They

frequently lean strongly on regulations to support their position.
will be eager to press an issue if

they detect weakness in logic or resolve

by the DASC, but will probably withdraw quickly if their position appears
untenable.

The

All have advice to give and want their time in the sun.

wise DASC will recognize this and be prepared.

He should have a thoroughly

prepared case, based on logic and rationalism rather than emoticnalism.

A

basic understanding of at least the principles of operations research are
invaluable in averting major problems with this type participant.
underestimate or take these people too lightly.

Don't

It could be fatal to the

action or program.
Knowledge Required in the Decision Making Bureaucracy.
Duzing the formulation phase of an action, the DASC should discuss the
idea(s) with the PM and his counterparts in other staff elements.

This

allows him to get their input, to understand their thinking, to begin
to explore alternative ideas and staffing strategies,

selling his positiot,

and to adjust his original plan for presentation and coordination of the
action if appropriate.

These discussions may be accomplist'44 using either

phone calls or informal meetings, depending upon the time available.

The

information being used must be reviewed for accuracy, constdering again
probablo questions,

cradibility of the response, and t:ime available.

Adherence to guidance, accuracy, .integrity
mount importance.

and conciseness are of par&-

The DASC is expected to be completely knowledgeable of

all aspects of the action, and able to clearly and forcibly explain the
3-7

need for, or rationale behind,

the action on very short notice.

lHo must

also establish very early the basic objectives of the action which cannot
be compromised during staffing.

lie sh1ould get agreement on these as a

minimum from the key group before staffing begins.
Following tOe action's formulation phase,
must be comprleted expeditiously,

formal staff coordination

with resolution of issues beiing completed

prior to presentation of the action for approval.
to ferret out concerns early and resolve them if

The DASC must be able
possible,

make unnecessary compromises to avoid a non-concurrence,
strong rationale to justify his position.

lie should not

but must have

Reasonable suspense dates that

can be justified should be established when coordination begins.
must then enforce the suspense dates,

maintaining a sense if urgency.

a staff element does not agree with the action,
be required in writing by the suspense date.
not withdrawn,

The DASC

If

If

the nou-c-ncurrenco should
the non-concurrence

is

resolution will be effected at the lowest possible level in

the decision chain.

The DASC's boss should be advised early about any

probable non-concurrence,

the reasons for the non-concurrence and alterna-

tive courses of action, with the ramtfications of each alternative.
Strength of position on the i63uO, justification of the noo-concurrenfe.
priority of the action and thu personalitiva involved will all have an
impacL on how and Where the isaue will be resaolvd and the action
completed.

The IASC mct rewmin i

~rwonal during thiu procega.

Emotionalism will decreage the Chancoo of

davorablo r'volutiotw.

often dopends upon flexibility.

and a WillinBtess

unimportant pointri

ingenuity.

in order Le arrivQ at a vorkablo solutioct.

SucCess

to Coapreoise
A key to

&uccess when this h~ppfntu iU to keep lookinK for a uorkable solution until
one is

iouud.

Conversely,

the MSC ouat bo pruparcd to uubmit vto-conur-

rences on actions being coordinated with him if it
When faced with objections er non-concurrences,
alternatives.

These are:

is justified.
a DASC has three

(1) to attempt to resolve the objection or

non-concurrence through compromise; (2)

stand fast on his position and

escalate the issue for resolution by higher authority; or (3) disregard
the issue.

As discussed earlier, the latter approach is usually counter-

productive.

The second approach should be reserved for critical decisions.

If the first approach is used, the DASC must be able to evaluate the
validity of the objection, the credibility of the source of the objection,
and understand the degree of the threat to the program.

The threat varies

depending on these other factors.
In depth knowledge of all aspects of the program is usually the best
prepa-rtion for judging the validity of an objection.

Knowledge of staff

responsibilities, and the individual personalities involved is a key to
evaluating credibility of the source of the objection.

Consideration of

political ramifications of the objection and of alternatives,

combined with

thorough knowledge of the program is the best preparation for assessing the
threat of the objection to the program.

The DASC may want to call ou.

members of the key group to assist him in these evalu4tiooa.
accompliahed,

Ouce this is

he can then begto to uvderstand the meaniags ard impact of

the objections or non-concurrences.
The next step is to detecmine how and when t, counter the objection.
Timing is usually quite important, with i•wadiate attack often taing m•t
desirable.

But it is prudent to aseas the degree and roliabili'y of

support for the action before iniWttat•g the counter.

The DASC *hould

once again verify that his position to solid a-i defensible, even though
this shoulo have been firmLy "tablishe4
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at iciatLcoa of the action.

It

is usually best to wargame the strategy with the PH, other members of the
key group, and his boss before making a firm decision on the counter
strategy.

This is another instance where the informality of DCSRDA is of

definite advantage in getting guidance for the ýest course of action.
Whatever course is pursued,

it is advisable that an alternative be

selected for compromise which will gi%e the other side the option for a
face-saving withdrawal.

This may enhance the chances for success.

Mechanics Used in the Decision Mnkinq Bureaucracy.
There are several methods which are used to obstruct or delay action.t
The DASC needs to recogvize when these are being used

and programs.

against him, and perhaps he may need to use them himself on occasion.
These methods include delay or non-concurrence of a staff action, insufficient priority, inadequate funding, lack of a firm requirement,
to satisfy the requirement, technical objections,
regulations,

failure

failure to comply with

delay in a support study or documentation or unwilli.igness

'o

press an issue against opposition.
All of the above methods of obstruction can be co4atored.
action is teing delayed,

When an

identify the location of the pressure point and

apply leverage at that point to relieve the obstruction.

Thii. requires

some experience and a thorough kn'-i.,adge of the personalities involved and
of the aysem.

The non-coacurrence is explained above.

Insufficient

priority is a user responsibility, although O0D can direct work on a
program without user support until feasibility is determined.
fundi•g ir a
program.

Inadequate

uaction of priority 4ad the ability of the USC to justify a

If a program fails to satisfy a requiremnt, that requireme•t can

be waived or cbanged if the user so elects.

Technical objectious can be

varied, awl are cwt•tered in various ways usa.g either technical or
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operational approaches.
or changed if it

Regulations are written at HQDA and can be waived

is in the best interest of the Army.

not unrepealable laws.

They are only guides,

Delay in a support study or documentation is,

again, a matter of identifying the proper presure point and using the
right leverage to eliminate the delay.
a back-channel,

M.e leverage may be a phone call,

a directive, additional funding, or some other factor.

Unwillingness to preas an issue against opposition may dictate replacement
of the action officer involved in order to get some action if

the program

has adequate potential to the Army.
The important thing for the DAIC to retuember in this entire process is
to work within the bureaucracy and to make it work for him.
fight the system - fight within the sy.tem.

It

Don't try to

is best to keep an audit

trail, not to irotect yourself, but *o that you have a point of reference,
and your replacement can learn the history of tht program more easily.
Maximum use of activity reports is a sin'-le, informal method of making
this trail.

Ensure that iWformation is transmitted vertically and

laterally in a timely manner, especially to the key group.

Don't allow

any surprises to occur here, and keep all surprises to a minimum.
Remembr that regulations and directives are merely 6uideliaes which can
and should be changed if appropriate.
Just as in any other activity, proficiency in the perormance of a
DASC requtres, proficieny ia staff procedures and a thurough knowledge of
onvtroaent aod persoaslities with uhom one dea•s.
be attiaaed aa4 perfected is througih practice.

The only way these can

Doo't hesitate co handle a

staff action or participate on a study advisory group or study panal.
These exptriecea are invaluable, and

adu~action.

a

sseantial part of the MU's

enVh4d-r asindto one of these activities, $ICA* just a*
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much infortation from the experience as po'ssible through active
participation.
process,

It

will ser'-a in good stead later oti.

strive to keep ca, open,

Through the entire

inquiring mind and remain flexible.

Tools of the L•\SC.
The DASC has several personal aad bureaucratic tools at his disposal tt;
enable him to work effectively within the bureaucracy.
of expertise avd credibility,

The personal tools

each of which is composed of several factors,

are discussed as separate chapters later in this paper.

However,

three other personal obilities which the DASC must have if he is
at an effective level.

to perform

These are the ability to express himself clearly,

concisely and pursuasively in writing on very short notice,
speak articulately,

there are

the ability to

persuasively and with authority ot. very short notik:e,

and possession of the persqrveronce or tenacity to bring a job ta suczessul completion in the face ef very severe obstacles.

These attributes are

ýto be
Lncluded within the credibility section, but are important enough
roemphaeiz--d here as well.
The bureaucratic tools include the itents Oiscusstd above under
taechanics,

such as program priority,

staffing procedures.
hIt" advantage.
is

Ills part,:ipatioit on

poter.til urotle"
hIowvvrt.

The DASC must bIucihi

ffective
Qtoot,

a vary

fndiug, regulations/directivei •ad

if proo~rl,

bW.rv they "ccur.

is,his•pttimt

a

a

0h4 VASCsi respoiti141tatie

adept at usiaG thcae

wtudy and advisory groups and Pns3ls
used.

to identify and preemt

The mot ituporwant toottic hab,

r of the ItQVA Ssff.

tutclud:

~den~e foo

approval and dispatch to Coss.

eleeats, aud cubdttaze head

m...
l mlp. mi .

"

.

-

..

In thi# PQ.Lthcu

peeparing ad jIuitfý&nj prourao

fuuding reqats. to IiQA. 0SD and Consraba; priM•ritnj
€cus

item- to

vatoius t•yp

of

OSU. Other attali

srte&-s; reran4.ng studries n

,

2 --
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actions necessary to support a program or a requirement; recommending
suspense dates for receipt of actions by HQDA; recommending and organizing
reviews of selected prrn,:.

-,oects or issues by panels of outside experts;

recommending special reviews of selected items by HQDA; and influencing the
amount of "help" or guidance the PM receives at a given point in

time.

His

position at HQDA also proviies the DASC an opportunity to receive information from many sources in a timely rnannr.

If

he learns to properly

collate this information, he should be in a position of being able to
predict what will occur, and then be prepared to use the event to the
advantage of his program.

Judicious and timely discussion of this

information, especially with members of the key group and the boss can be
By selective and skillful use of the many tools available

very productive.

to him, the DASC can make the bureaucracy work for him and his program.
Failure to master the use of these tools results in many frustrations and
probable failire.
ASARC/DSAR" ?rocess.
In addition to the normal decision making process in which the DASC
participates daily, his program will also be subject to a much more formal

decision making pro-cess.

"The top managers of the Army will participate

personally in making face-to-face decisions on major acquisition programs.
The Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC)

decisions .

.

.

is

the forum for such

. The ASARC process complements the DSARC process."24/

Army programs achieve major status when "...

designated by the

Secretary of Defense as major system acquisition programs.

This designation

shall be determined on the recommendations of the (Secretary of the Army)
and OSD officials.

System programs involving an anticipated cost of $75

million in research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) or $300
3-13
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million in

production shall be considered for designation as major system

acquisitions.

The management

system acquis.

of system programs

not designated as major

will be guided by the provisions of this Directive."25/

"The system acquisition process is

a sequence of specified phases of

program activity and decision events directed to the achievement of established program objectives
process is

in

the acquisition of Defense systems.

The

initiated with the approval of the mission need and extends

through successful

completion of development,

production and deployment of

the Defense system or terminatiod of the program."2-The four separate phases of program activity are:
"Milestone 0 - Program Initiation

Decision

Conceptual Phase during which solutions are identified and explored
and solution concepts to a mission need,
tracts with competent

usually through the use of con-

industry and educational

institutions.

are candidate solutions and their characteristics

The outputs

(estimated cost,

schedule,

performance and support parameters/concepts).
Milestone I

- Demonstration and Validation Decision

Demonstration and Validation Phase is

the period when selected

alternatives

are refined through extensive study and analyses,

development,

test and evaluation.

solution(s)

The objective is

hardware

to validate the selectee

and provide Lhe basis for determining whether or not to proceed

into the next pha,.e.
Milestone II

- Full-Scale Engineering Development Deoision

Full-Scale Engineering Development

is

the period when the

equipment and the principle items nocesLary for its
fabricated,

tosted and evaluated.

support are designed,

The intended output is,

pre-production system which closely approximates

.ystem/

as a rnin',

the final product,

a
the'

documentation necessary to enter the production phase atd the test resuW',,%
which demonstrate that the production product will meet stated requirements.
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This phase may also include procurement of long lead production items and
limited production for operational test and evaluation.
Milestone III - Production and Deployment Decision
Production Phase which starts with production approval until the
last system/equipment is delivered and accepted.

It

includes the produc-

tion of all principle and support equipment.
Deployment Phase which is the period beginning with the user's
acceptance of the first operational article and extending until the system
is pnased out of the inventory.
Production Phase."27/

The Deployment Phase overlaps the

See Figure 3-1 for a graphical display of the

acquisition process.
Milestone 1, 11 and III require ASARC/DSARC decisions which either
terminates the program or provide approval for it

to proceed.

They are

extremely critical events in the system acquisition process of a system
that require extensive effort and preparation by the DASC and PM.

The

DASC has the p;Lnciple responsibility on the Army Staff to prepare his
system for ASARC/DSARC reviews.
distinct phases:

These efforts can be divided into three

1. Prior to the ASARC review; 2. ASARC review through

DSARC review; and 3. Post DSARC review.

This paper will discuss some of

the principle DASC activities during each of these phases.
1. Prior to the ASARC review:
The DCSRD

SRAO is responsible for administrative matters pertain-

ing to the ASARC review..8/
preparation of:

These administrative matters will include

". . . a guidance memorandum/letter to all interested

agencies for DCSRDA approval and signature which outlines the major issues
and information needs which must be addressed to bring a system to ASARC/

DSARC,

.

. .

a coordinated plan of action ("game plan") for the period
3-15
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inmediately prior to a scheduled ASARC that will provide for the timely
execution of those tasks necessary to bring a system to ASARC . . . and
. . . perform a continuous review of the plan to ascertain its status and
the system's readiness to proceed to ASARC.''29/
The guidance memorandum and "game plan", which are prepared about one
year prior to the ASARC meeting, are extremely important documents to
successful ASARC/DSARC review preparation because they prescribe the "road
map" to be followed to the ASARC review.
for their publication, the DASC,

Although SRAO has responsibility

in conjunction with the PM, provides most

of the input and actively participates in the preparation of each document.
The DASC and SRAO representative prepare the initial draft of the "game
plan".

It

is important that it include:

(1)

dates for the ASARC and

DSARC reviews; (2) program alternatives; (3) management issues; (4) taskirig
for all information requirements; (5) suspense detes for all taskings; and
(6) designation of all appropriate participants.

The selection and pre-

paration of appropriate management issues and viable program alternatives
are of critical concern, because they often determine the direction of the
program.

It

is imperative that the DASC and PM have done their homework

thoroughly t4n this area, and include all viable alternatives so that
alternatives are not invented at the ASMUC table.

However.

they should

not allow inclusion oi improper or irrelevant issuis or alternatives in
these documents.

The DASC must also ensure that informal coorcination of

the "%am= plan" is made at this time with his counterparts in A.SA(RDA) and
MORE. This "Sam plan" sets the stage for au OSD-DA staff plaaning

meeting which occurs six mwaths later.

Failure to obtain informal USDR.E

"%azeplan" agreement at this time may result La significant redirection
following the OSD-U staff plannin; meeting.
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Although SRAO is responsible for preparation and continual review of
the "game plan", the DASC is responsible for its timely execution.

One of

his most important tools in execution of this "game plan" is an ASARC Ad
Hoc Working Group (AAHWG).

At the time initial preparation of the "game

plan" begins, the DASC prepares a tasking for the formation of this AAHWG.
Its members will include representatives from the Office of the Deputy
Under Secretary of the Army for Operations Research (ODUSA(OR)),
most major HQDA staff elements, OTEA, TRADOC,
DASC is the chairman.

OASA(RDA),
The

DARCOM, SRAO and the PM.

This tasking must be coordinated and approved by the

DASC's Director prior to dispatch.
time of the first meeting.

It will include the date, place, and

This should be very soon after the initial

draft of the "game plan" is finished.
The DASC must secure active participation by all members of the AAHWG
His ability to do this is a

to ensure compliance with the "game plan".

function of many things, the most important of which is his credibility,
as discussed in Chapter V.

A useful technique is for the DASC to distribute

a memorandum for record following each AA1NG meeting indicating who will do
what by when.

The "game plan" will be reviewed and discussed at the first

meeting of the AAIWG.

After the meeting, it

staffed, approved and dispatched.

is revised as appropriate,

The important: point here is that the

MWJUG must review and coment on the "Same plan" before staffing so that
their views have boon considered, and they have participated in the preparation of the "game plan".

This will make the plan stronger ,ini more

w.acnitful, speed up the coordination/staffing process, and provide a
relatively higIh

asurance of coopliance.

It

the UDSC call regular somthly mes:ings of the
inforzed on propeas of various taskings,
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is also very important that
IWbG to keep all ow

re

to keep the members involved to

The forum which the AAHWG

required adjustments to the "game plan".
provides

for presenting,

and to make

to address and resolve issues,

the ASARC review preparation,

and resolution of issues is

understanding,

extremely important to the DASC and the PNIin formulating and refining
ASARC review and program strategy as the ASARC meeting approaches.
DASC must ensure this forum is,

and remains,

The

one of openness and candor

where the various members are not reluctant to express their views and/or
som.utimes unresolvable differences between

There will be honest,

concerns.

members of the AAI.'G which will be clearly defined for Lhe decision makers.
However,

this group must foster a spirit of teamwork rather than an

advocate-adversary atmosphere if

it

to retain its viability.

is

Leadership of the AAIH4G may provide a severe challenge to the DASC,
the ASARC review preparation process certainly

but its potential utility in

The challenge can be significantly

justifies acceptance of this challenge.

the DASC and the SRAO representative will work together as a team

reduced if

rather than as antagonists.

The DASC needs advice from SRAO,

inforumation from the DASC and PM.
to iatisfy these needs,
can cause serious,

timely communication by either party

including requested rationale,

unnecessary

DASC, the SRAO representative,
is

If

and SRAO needs

is

not effected,

it

problems which may severely impact on the
and Lho program.

When difforences arise, it

important to remembar that both the M,\SC and SRAO are reapan!ible tu

assist in

saLisfying the mout important

-f individuil pr-vpoctivos.

mtoner, re-ardles

COmmLtlnicato,

nueds of thu Avmy itn a tiwely

particularly o-. diftferrcet.,

Refusal or

inability to

dues not lead to accotaplishment

Uf this taigsioll.
For tho
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•ASC,

thb

tcritca'l path to mivcuts•sul ASArC/A.;.,C revkW--.

includS tloto-ly complotiott and :aftking lit uo.eral docunwit.

Imjprtnittt

items on this path usually include the Cost and Operational Effectiveness
Analysis (COEA),

the Baseline Cost Estimate (BCE),

the Outline Developmdnt Plan (ODF.) or

metric Cost Estimate (IPCE),

(being renamed Outline Acquisition Plan and Acquisi-

Development Plan (DP)

tion Plan) depending upon mdlestone,
tions of development

the Independent Para-

testing (1)T)

test reports and independent evalua.-

and operational testing (OT).

The DASC

should use the AAHWG to monitor progress and apply pressure as required on
completion of the riE,
of DT and OT.

. PCE,

DP,

test reports, and independent evaluations
He can influence completion:

He mrust not allow L.hcse to slip.

and timely submissioi of the CO['A through his memb,hr..:h ip on the COFA Study
Advisory Group (SAG),

and with related discussions by the AAi9IG.

has H{QDA staffing responsibility for the COEA,

The FISO

but tLe UASC may need to

assist him through AAIWG discussions or reviews.
Items on the ASARC review critical path which are of most concern to
the DASC include the COEA, the Mateciel
(MSRS)

,)stem Requirement Specification
The latter two require

and the Decision Coordination Paper (DCP).

significant personal involvement by the LUNSC for successful completion:
MSRS - The MSRS defines in detail,

(a)

ASARC review alternatives.

each of the

requ1ires significant itiput from both the

Preparatiotn is

WlO and the user.
it

It

for the costers,

tht~c consumitng atid difficult.

10weverr,

Should provide thu thrvid of C'o:w istency through Which all cotst %tudtlas

can t,

updated.

The DASC tmust presetit

the MSRS to a

reprsunt.ittivus chaired by thie Diroctor. $RAO,
the1 ASAKi.
MqIsg
t tivt

tvt-..ew.

lease Nix moaths bekore

The I)ASOhoiuld havv the A.VU,! tvviw antd revit

d'i liki!eitarv btetore Prv-NvtvtItott to 0th
for" pprloval .

it

eting, of ASA1{C

ttiform-td Lon contaitied

of the 5E arnd 1 PC.
proprat i Ott

ot ASAIS.C rvpresuttai

r~tivoit
it% the

the

IS"

ta i*oatial

theon-o Studl,-i arv tttlý CVL1*untrt1'i

in

attn

Consequently,

have very rigid time requirements.

failure to obtain MSRS

approval at the six months deadline will probably cause a delay in the
ASARC review.
(b)

DCP:

An OSD-DA staff planning meeting is required four to six

months prior to the DSARC review to approve a DCP outline and the items of
the "game plan" outlined above.

A "For Comment" copy of the DCP must then

be submitted to USDRE two months prior to the ASARC review.301

If the DASC

is to influence the outcome of the OSD-DA staff planning meeting and submit
the "For Comment" version of the DCP to OSD on time, preparation of the DCP
must begin very soon after issuance of the "game plan".

The PM has

responsibility for initial preparation and submission wi the DCP to HQDA.
The DASC must then coordinate it

with all major staff elements of HQDA,

revising as appropriate, and submit ft to USDRE.
From a practical standpoint, the DASC needs to have a rough draft copy
of the DCP provided informally to him at least six to seven months before
the ASARC.

He also needs to schedule the OSD-DA staff planning meeting

four and one-half to five months before the ASARC.

(See figure 3-2)

This schedule would then allow approximately one month to incorporate HQDA
guidance into the rough draft.

This would be done informally by the DASC,

FISO, and represeutative" from SRAO, ASA(RD)

and PHO.

They should be

particularly concerned with the sections on muawgment issues. alternatives,
MTO Standardi:ation and threshold# in this initial review.

Once a con-

eansus has been arrived at here, the DASC should then informally discuss
the rough draft D4. with his counterpart in USDIE to get his guidance and
to establish a position for the OSD-DA saaff planning meeting.
popo•ad schedule allows two weeks for this phase.

discuss the draft Da? with the AAIN
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planning meeting, all comments and guidance should immediately be given to
The guidance is then also transmitted through formal

the FM informally.

including verification of a suspense date for the DCT to be at

channels,

This allows the PM about two months to make revisions and complete

HQDA.

staffing through DARCOM.

During this two month peri.od the PM may want the

AAHWG to informally review the draft DCP.
When the "For Comment" draft of the DCP formally arrives at HQDA, the
DASC will begin coordination immediately.

The AAHWG will need to help on

this, because he will have only two or three weeks to get the DCP to USDRE.
That means all concerns should be resolved before the DCP arrives at HQDA.
The only alternative is to require the DCP earliei,
practical.

which may not be very

Two weeks after formaL transmittal to USURE,

returned to HQDA with the OSD and OJCS comments.
incorporated by the DASC.

the DC? will be

These will have to be

The DCP should then be reviewed by the AA1UG

before the ASARC preliminary review, although the tight schedoe may preclude this.
review.

Additional guidance may be given at the ASARC preliminary

If so the DSC will also incorporate this guidance into the DCP

and have the AMIWG review che product as the initiation of HQDA staffna.
This DCP has now tecome the "For Coordination" draft.

Stafling should

be coopleta and the revised DC? provided to all ASARC principals one week
review.

before thia ASA&

Assuming the ASARC preliminary review is one

month before the ASA&C weting. there are only three weks to completo the
required staffing.
to addition to staffing documnts, the

ASC must contiawlly be on the

wve it-reeting ou&t co~icerus and assistiaS the PM in fiviali:iat the ASARC
revtev strategy.

to giva pve

The DASC should, at the PH's t•quest, acrange for the P4

nary beiefings to eachb ASAC ad M~A-•C principal.
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The

AS,\R(; princi pals can bc br ivf,cd v ith;!r o)cfore or at tvr the ASA RC
preliminary review.

of DSAC pr Inc i pi
ai

Brie f inn

sh t, id

,I atLitr th

ASARC preliminary review. and perhapq even after the ASARC r'vivew,
on program stability.
the

This allows all

O'o PM, without modification by a
research

ci.r

any new questiouns

heL very Lmiportant

or

t

st,' tf

e t tic" pro,

Lu enskur ing that

Ir also provides

, pi.

mrld it

is S uC-; •,,ich

familiar with

to becor,.

and to c~press any conccrný, they may h:iv,.

program,

an ,1pporturnity to give the princ ina .

it,

principals

depending

tltre,

seen by

Ji.9

LI,'!i, PM -and

)ASr tLime

The,

i n-s

miv arii-,

the AS,\RC and DSA~C

brie

revicwc; aire

succes ýful.

AMother item of czciecrn to the DASC
ASARC preliminary

review.

e !ore

The ASARC E.Acotiv.

Chl ASAR

c,.vtew is

Secr-Žtary utll

the

ensure

atcendance oi ASARC representatives at the preliminary review.

The purpose

of the ASA'.C preliminary review is

aid to

assess

the degree

of readiness

to review the presentations,

for the ASARC meeting.

opportunity to review affordabillity
growing uore

important.

of the program,

Thia

provjdes adequate time

thaf

20 day,

inicreajes

Movv that

"10 dbyis

tendi

I'h~nge'i o¢rrt'tr•
Thvrv Lt

tin

a

review is

ittmportant.

review and the ASARC is

highly

to complete necessary staffing and

for problems ariiit$g at the ASARC prlimillary review.

to make adjo~tmetits
Lessa

also provides au,

which seevas tn be

Timing of the ASARC preliminary

Twenty to t4irty days between the preliminary
desirable.

it

risk if

to rýequire updlatiag

tht pror.ýV4n

t•ovdnety

incoplete ASARC revviMj preparattoa.

to ,ver10ooi

uf

or Wm-ly Vausk

the pei

t/tttiotaa

tLo

duu

gO&Ohdue delays.

the imp'rt.me'.'-, o,

thl,

procuromat

tundift! vit ilv and the, lrourv-mtv;t pur hase and dol ivery p1roiiles it
AMARC revivw pt'ation.

The DASC ru~it chýelk tvio'
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the authorized acquisition objective (AAO).
of the AAO and ensure it

He must know the components

is based on an updated Basis of Issue Plan (BOIP).

The BOIP is a FISO respowsibility.

The DASC should encourage an innovative

procurement profile, but one that is defensible.

He must be famill-ar with

the leadex-follower concept and other methods of incorporating competition
into the procurement program.

If it

is an ASARC III review,, he must

ensure the PM has viable alternatives, perhaps even including a product
improvement pz,.:osal (PIP) for an item in the field should costs of the
developmeut system become prohibitive.

Remember that cmst will be a mrjor

factor in the final ASARC decision.
The DASC is required to present several briefings to selected ASARC
principals prior to the ASARC review.
Reg 15-14.
2.

These are stilled out in ODCSRDA

All are important and require thorough prepzration.

ASARC review through DURC review:

has a seat at the ASARC presentation.

The DASC must ensure that he

Seat assignmonts are made by SRAO.

He should have 4 book of all pertinent program facts indexed to allow quick
reference If required.

However,

he should have the key program facts, and

an understanding of how they were derived, thoroughly memori:ed and available for itataut recall.

The NASC may not be called on to answer aniy

questions, or it may not be appriate
Hokever, very ofrte

for him to make any coments.

he will be required to answer a question oý' to give a

brief background ou some item. so he mat be ready.

A verbal anser when

neede6 during the meeting can elitmnate the need for a paper after the
meetin, or my vsa eliminate a pitential is~•e.

The ••C mAy also

provtde urietan ecomts or information to his director during the ASAIC
m.etig, which may help to resolve an issue that artses.
required ioformation, he mait ensure that it
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If the DASC hMe

Lo affropriately provided in

a timely mannet.

After the ASARC meeting may be too late.

During the ASARC meeting gui
changes to the DGP1.

4

nce will be given on some required

As a minimum, these will involve the alternatives and

possibly management issues.

The UASC is

responsible for making these

getting the DV1P coordinated and submitted through formal channels

chtanges,

to the Defense Acquisition Executive and all members and DSARC review
participants 15 working days prior to the DSARC meeting.3/
times when this period may be different than specified
depending upon when the DSARC revieu is

scheduled.

There will be

in the directive,

The DASC should

provide copies of the "For Coordination" diift of the DCP info,'mally to
his counterpart in USDRE as soon aa it
ongoing.

It

is revised and while staffing is

may even be necessary to provide him one informally before

the ASARC review, partict-

if

ASARC and DSARC reviews L..

-

the program is

relatively stablz or the

eduled close to each other (less than 30

days).
A third important function the DASC has during this period is

to pre-

brief the DLputy USDfRE for Test and Evaluation (tDUSDE(TWE)) in OSD.
bW stisfied with a briefing by the PH,

depending upon the preferencei of

The ýOSC muat enuorv thut this roquircmeat

and the PH.

the DUSDRE(TM)

Whi- cwy

is

satifiud and that any othor DSARC members vho %hould bW briefod are givea
It

briefings.
outst•tnding,

iv important ýhat attemptk be ma&d

and that it

bWforo tho MiAgC W.Oting.

vaviou4i

to resolve any itsues

much protram 4upport as poaVible be 9nerated
M

faueti
DASC

know the OOD po.itiatta oa the

iues ond work with the, M in an attmpOt to wdify thesa it they

Conflict with thu tD
pobitmiKW

and aty

pobition.

HOe ot

k"ep isiv boa

iiorudd of the-e

haUas to them.

The D2ASC cauut also eavuve that thd sli:Qtod alterntutlv L9 4falicdLblo

ard will be supported by the Army in the budget.

There is

a major dis-

connect between the ASARC/DSARC process and the PPBS process.

Approval by

the ASARC and DSARC does not necessarily mean that the program will be
funded to support the selected alternative.
of the DASC.

This is a major responsibility

He must ensure throughout both processes that the preferred

Army alternative is

funded in the k'YDP and that the Army selects the

a3zernative for which it

has budgeted,

or that the decision makers at the

ASARC/DSARC reviews are aware of any differences before they make a
This is

decision.

one of the reasons it

PM be deeply involved in

is

so important that the DASC and

the preparation of the "game plan" and the

guidance memorandum a year before the ASARC meeting.
major impact on program strategy,
ASARC/DSARC reviews.

If

They can have a

regardless of decisions made at the

the ASARC/DSARC decisions require $2 million or

more over the approved budget in either the current year or the budget
year, it
Eveii if

will mean going to Congress with a request for additional funds.
these are approved,

time required for approval.

a program delay often ensues

because of the

The DASC really has to work the funding

problem hard.
There will be some pre-briefs for the DSARC review for which the DASC
is

required to make administrative preparations.

requirement,

but it

This is not a major

is one which could cause embarrassing problems if

not

handled properly.
3.

Post DSARC review.

The DASC may or may not be able to get a seat at the DSARC review.
should try.

If

He

he fails, he must discuss the DSARC meeting in detail with

his boss and his counterparts in USDRE and OASA(RDA)
understands the guidance given.

to ensure that he

It will be his responsibility to ensure
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that DA complies with thi3 guidance.
Within 30 days after the approved DCP is
be revised

signed by the SECDEF,

incorporating the SECDEF direction.

for this revision.

The DASC is

it

must

responsible

He should get a copy of thr: DC? and the action memo-

randum informally from his counterpart in USDRE as soon as they are signed
so he can begin revision.

Otherwise he may not be able to meet the 30 day

suspense due to administrative delays in
the DCP is

revised and staffed,

it

is

receipt of the document.

distributed.

It

now constitutes a

contract between DA and OSD on the future program direction.

The DASC has

to continue to monitor the program to ensure that DA abides by this
contract.
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CHAPTER IV
PROGRAM EXPERTISE

one of the DASC's most important tools.

Program expertise is

expertise lies in the technical,
related programs areas.
Washington,

D. C.

operational,

The DASC is

management,

This

status and

the Army expert on his program in

He will be required to respond to questions and/or

issues in each of the above areas on very short notice or on an immediate
reaction basis.
is

accuracy and authority u7ith which the answer

supplied often has a major impact on how effectively a program

progresses,
It

The speed,

or how severely it

is

challenged from within the bureaucracy.

'zan also significantly influence the number of responses which the PM

must make to justify or defend his program at DA and OSD.
System Capabilities and Characteristics.
The DASC must know the critical performance capabilities and characteristics of his system and the relative importance of each.
include such performance parameters as range,

accuracy,

speed,

These may
etc. which

are essential to successful mission accomplishment of the system.

Even

though he should have fact sheets and a grab and run book with this
information itemized and tabbed, he must also have the parameters memorized so as to be able to respond immediately to questions about them.
It

is

important that the DASC have a working knowledge of the techni-

cal language and general technical principles applicable to his system.
With this basic knowledge,

the DASC will be in the position of being able

to explain in laymar's language ho- the system functions,
most likely to enhance or degrade system performance,

what factors are

and to understand

the potential impact of proposed hardware changes on system performance.
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Many recommendations made by the DASC concerning management issues are
based at least in part on his technical understanding of the program.
Obviously, a basic technical understanding of the program should be beneficial in these instances.

However, he cannot and should not be the

primary techninal authority on the system, nor should he become• involved
with the technical minutia or trivia of the program.
There will be meetings or program reviews,

often participated in by

contractor personnel, where the technical characteristics and their
impact on operational performance will be the primary subject.

The DASC

may be called upon to make recommendations concerning a proposed system
modification or perhaps he will discuss with outside contractors alternate
approaches of achieving comparable operational results.

In both these

instances it is imperative that the DASC have a basic understanding of the
technical principles involved in order to comment intelligently and to
keep the contractor honest in his presentations.
These meetings and reviews provide perfect learning situations for the
DASC as long as he is willing to ask questions in any area not fully
understood.

The contractor personnel are usually quite competent techni-

cally, are normally willing to explain a question, and quite often are
very good at doing so.

There is no excuse for one not understanding a

concept or technology if that person doesn't ask any questions concerning
the concept or technology.
There may be other times when the DASC may need to explain a concept
of which he is unsure.

If so, he should not hesitate to discuss the

concept with technical experts on the DA staff or Secretariat,

or request

assistance from the technical experts in the project manager's office or
from the contractor.

However,

it is usually prudent to cross check
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contractor technical presentations with a competent government authority
until the DASC is satisfied with the contractor's credibility and
integrity.
A third way to increase one's technical expertise is to request that a
technical expert in a given area provide required briefings in that area,
and then attend the briefing as an observer.

This allows une to increase

technical knowledge about the system aird to become familiar with the type
of questionns that w'i11 be asked about the system.
In addition to the verbal tecCInIcal upgrading meth(.is,
also ,iant to use sumtl

the DASC may

basic text books or technical literature to improve

his knowledge or understanding of a given technology area.

If

so,

the

Army Library in the "A" Ring of the first floor cf the Pentagon contains
excellent sources of written material on most technologies.

This is

easily accessible to the DASC.
A final way in which the DASC may increase his technical expertise is
to discuss/review related programs,
of those programs,
and why.

If

determine the strong and weak points

how the system has performed under different conditions,

the technology is

effective,

worthwhile to apply some aspect of it

determine whether it

to his program.

would be

Perhaps a key

attribute for a DASC to have in this area is a continual thirst for knowldge..

lie should never be satisfied with his current intormation base.

Technology is

advancing so rapidly that tallure to continually upgrade

his knowledge results in obsoluscence.

This the DASC cannot atford.

2OIratioLnal and OSoanizattonal Concepts.
Although DCSOPS has DA responsibility to niotdtor and approve requirements,

ao Vff0Ltive DASC must be att llast ab kInowlodgeable of

Ioperationail ,aspects of tho system aIt the F[SO.
4

-

•:

thie need and

MewoL'vlation otikey areas

of the operational need document is not a sufficient operational background
lie must know and thoroughly understand the basis for the

for the DASC.

need; why his system is being developed to satisfy that need; what void in
capability it will fill; why it

is important that the void be filled; what

system it will replace; what differenccs there are in capabilities; any
alternatives to the system unde.. development; which operational parameters
of the system are most critical and why; the basic employment doctrine au,
tactics for the system; and the interfaces required to achieve optimal
system effectiveness.

The DASC must have an understanding and appr~cia-

tion for both the actual and perceived importance of the developmearital
system to the Army and to DoD.

This type of information provides the

basis for determining system priority, which ultimately determineii program
funding level.

This is the basic life blood of any program.

Anything that

involves program funding is of critical concern to the DASC.
i&n addition to knowing and understanding the need for the ljystem, the

DASC must know who within the Army has been designated proponent: for the
system, and the basis for the selection.

He ahould become tL.oroughly

acquainted with the individuals in the user community who he.ve responsibilities for any of the factors, such as training, tactics, doctrine.
basis of issue (BOI),

etc.,

that may impact on t=e development program.

The DASC must determine who does and who doesn't support the uystem
requirement,
HQDA,

and the degree of that Pupport within the user cocmunity, at

and in OSD.

The DASC must understand the operatiortil and organizational (00)
concept to be -vAed w•th the system.

This should be reviewed analytically

tu determine the strengths and weaknesses of the conceapt,

be,:ase these

will become factors of important coasideratioc iu certain studies, such as
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the COEA,

The DASC may also

which are required prior to each ASARC/DSARC,

be able to offer suggestions on changes to the OW0

concept which may

enhance system effectiveness without operational penalties.

The 0&0

concept should include au integrated logistics support (ILS)

plan, which

can become a real achilles heel in any program if not closely monitored.

The message in this discussion is that the DASC must not automatically
agree to an action merely because it is not within his primary area of
responsibility.

If an area has an impact, or potential for impact, on the

development program, as do operational considerations,

then the DASC must

become deeply involved in critical reviews oZ those areas.

Otherwise, he

risks losing control of the orogram, and being reduced to a reaction
officer rather than a DASC.
In addition to understanding the overall requirement,
know the various individual operational parameters,
of each, and why they are important.

the DASC must

the relative importance

He needs to understand how the para-

meters were formulated, and to ascertain the validity of the parameter.
Obviously, if the DASC doesn't believe certain parameters are valid, he
should ensure that the user reviews,
parameter in question.

and either changes or justifies the

One reason for this is that frequently CSD or

Congress wiLl question tte DASC in reference to possible "'old plating" or
ovr design of a system vers-as the true need.

Without a thorough knowledge

of this area, and an ability to clearly articulate that knowledge,

the DASC

may witness an arbitrary funding reduction to hLs program because an
individual in OSD or a Congressional staffer is convinced that coat reductions can be achieved through a design modification without an adverse
impact on the perceived "real need."

Another important aspect of this

knowledge of operational parameters is to know the degree of flexibility
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of the ii.•.r on various paralmeters,

and any range of po,,sible trade offs.

This infornwition is important In makni,, judyements on requests for funding
support by the PM if part of the funding is programed Cor work L11 support
of a questionable parameter.

This must be considered it,relation to

overall priorities for the Army and,

on occasion,

may have to be traded

oft.
As discutssed earlier,
critical

importance.

each other.

the relationship between thc:

They

of

tuist work as a tean and constantly be helping

The F[SO has responsihbility

any changes made to it,

!)\SC and FISO is

;or the require.-,nt document and

the BOIP and Lhe COEA.

All of tCes: rtust be pre-

pared or updated prior to coich major decision point.

\ change in any

ul

these items could have a significant impact on program cost to which the
DASC would have to react.

[t is

closely monitored by the DNSC,

therefore imperative that these areas be

and that major changes in a short time be

precluded if at all possible.
A final concern of the DASC with the operational concepts area is the
marriage of the operational and the technical.
thorough understanding of both areas.
with

Again,

The DASC must be familiar enough

hto tech.tology available to be tble to detormitn

could be used to stLis[y a given requirs!u•.tct,

ot

each,. anud the.t ureot

alo that o0wn•

lasor, optical, and

The DASC shotild recogttire tho malor" advantazges aud limita-

tiontv of •eah tucltaology 1tvolvvd,
tiL

which technologies

i.e. location of a moving

target can be accomplished ufing radar, acoustic,
photography.

this requires a

tdsaIlt'ads th0

the relat ive wturity and sophiSticA!--gt

dekFtri

oi underh•

Wta-oteach.
Ci

Lt '.s pertiutct

nditi- !nd aeceptaoce of

ern
ach of thoese technologics by the user vo;intlnty atd by rw1h
•taff

eultienwt•

it%DA and OS).

Tis ktoded-e

Is uad

of various
i ing

whethlur the system tlnder development is using the most appropriate
technology to accomplish Lhe desired mission and,

if so, why.

A case

should then be prepared to support continued development, rather than
terminate the program and pursue a development using a more novel or
exciting technology.

It

seems as if most people who comnent on actions

know all the weaknesses of the mature technology, whl.ch is usually the
lowest risk development approach,
technologies.

Consequently,

progressing satisfactorily,

but only the good things about the newer

even with solidly conceived programs which are
the DASC is

constantly faced with the need to

defend his program in the technology versus operational capability debate.
Basic homework done in a timely manner here can prevent many challenges to
a program later.

Program Status.
For most DASCs,

attaining satisfactory proficiency in the two previous

areas is a major challenge.
is relatively simple.
while difficult,

Once achieved, maintenance of that proficiency

In the area of program ,;tatua, attaieitg proficietucy,

is not nearly as challenging as itaintainIng that pro-

iiciency, due primarily tp the extremely dynamic nature of the research and
development bus iness.
A recotmmended point of departure for the DASC to achl.eve profl.cieacy
in the program status area, is to become thoroughly familiar with the
Materiel Acquisition and Decision Process as discussed ia Office of
Management and Budget (OWi)

Circular No. A-109,

"Major Systems Acquis/tioais"

;

5 April 1976, subjeet:

WSAD Directives 5000.1,

16 January 1977.

subject.;

"Major SysLems AcquLsitions" and 5000.2, 18 January 1977,

subject:

"Major Systems Acquisitioa Process"; sad AR 70-1,

1 May 1975,

subject: "Army Kesearch, 0-velopmeilL and Acquisitioa"; AR 1S-14,
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24 January 1975,
and AR 1000-1,

subject:

"Systemiw Acquisition Review Council Procedures";

5 November 1974,

subject:

"Basic Policies for Systems

Acquisition by the Department of the Army".
publications is

A basic understanding of these

absolutely essential.

The location of a DASC's program within the acquisition cycle is a
major factor in developing his funding and program support strategies, due
to differing requirements of the different phases of the cycle.

He

obviously must determine this location, and he must review the history of
the program to learn how it got to its present position, what have been
some of the problems, and how have these problems been solved.

He

should then review the program plaits for such things as key projected
miolstoruqs,

projected initial operational capability (lOC),

and the
immediately

cxrrent status of the program in relation to the projections.
following,

or concurrent with the schedule and status rev)ew,

the DASC

will want to review the program funding profile to include history,

current

status and projections.
One thing to be alert for in

these reviews is

the intent aud/or

support OSD and Congress have displayed toward the program.
achieving past schedule and performance projections,

Success in

combined with minimal

cost growth, usually generates program support from C4D and Congress.
Conversely,

major probloem

in achieving schedule,

cost and performance

projections indicates possible high risk, and often resulta in lack of
program support or objection to the program by OSD and Congress.

Consequences of the latter situation are quite serious and obviously
require a significantly differeat approach by the IMASC than tho former.
These reviews of program history and a review of the pr.>gram ueed,

Should

provide the 1IXSC insight into the funding priority, or lack of priority,
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which his program possesses.
In reviewing the program history, the DASC should probably start by
studying the program descriptive summaries for as far back as they are
available.

In addition to the background and funding information,

Once this is

include the reasons for any schedule or funding changes.
complete,

the program should be discussed in detail with the departing
Then a study of all program DCP's, Selected

DASC if he has not yet left.
Acquisition Reports (SAR's),

and the requirement document (Letter of

Agreement or Required Operational Capability) should be made.
these documents and the regulations/directives

listed above,

information for the DASC to begin to understand his program.
a visit with the FISO.

in conjunction

The next

The study of the various documents should

have raised some questions which the FISO should answer,
regards to the program priority.

Study of

should provide enough basic

with the orientation by the departing DASC,

step is

they

particularly in

The FISO may also want to discuss the

operational requirement for the program.

If

so, the DASC should certainly

pursue this opportunity to collate additional information.
These initial literature reviews and discussions should be completed
within two or three days after the DASC arrives at DCSRDA.

Then allow

about a week or ten days to begin getting an appreciation for the pace and
nature of the action in the Pentagon.

Duv.ing this time the new DASC would

want to become acquainted with the other Washington members of the key
group and to get thcir views on the program he is

being assigned.

Efforts

should be made during this period to establish points of contact in
several other staff elements in HQDA in addition to the key group.
about two weeks after reporting to DCSRDA,

the DASC should make a two or

three day visit to the Project Management Office (PMO)
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Within

for detailed

briefings onl all aspects of the program.
very familiar with til

total program.

review of program objectives,

history,

This is when he should become

These briefings ahould include a
technology,

funding, schedule and potential problem areas.

test results, contracts,

The PASC should ask questions

on any and every point he doesn't fully understand during these briefings.
The best way to begin the review at the PMO may be a series of detailed
briefings on the SAR if

the program has a SAR requirement.-21 The SAR

contains the kind of information in most of the areas that concerns the DASC
at this time.
additional

The SAR also provides a logical format for distussion of

funding requirements,

and the validity of these requirements.

The DASC should question much of the information presented to ensure its
accuracy and validity.

The bonus of this approach is

that the SAR is

becoming mote of a common denominator for program discussions with OSD or
Congress.

Therefore,

-he information in

the SAR must be accurate and con-

sistent, and the DASC must completely understand the information so he can
discuss it

intelligently.

This provides tha opportunity to accomplish all

these things.
Although much of the information on contracts is

ini-luded in the SAR,

the "ASC should ensure that he understands the type of contract,

coatract cost, amount oi Lee,

incentives (if applicable),

that are included in the contract.

the total

and any options

The DASC should also determine what

cost schedule control system criteria are being used to monitor tle work by
the contractoc. The I)ASC should know and understand this information so hv
vill be able to respond knowledgeably to questious on Cost, schedule,
contractor credibility,

and degree of assurance regarding his antswer

the previous three areas.

tu

Tito DASC should Mind out what Support cotltrActb

the Mt1 has awarded, uhy they were awarded,
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the type, cost. *na4

duration of

each,

and whaL

is CXpectUi from each contractor.

In-house funding and its

uses should then be discussed.
Another area incl.uded in the SAR which the DASC must thoroughly understand is

Design to Cost (DTC).

estanlished, what is
the DTC,

The DASC must know what MyC goal has been,

the base year and production quantity established for

what items are included in the DTC computations,

the contractor expended to date on the DTC,

and t,,hat is

what effort has
its current status.

This is an area in which the DASC can expect frequent questions from both
OSD and Congress,

jo he should know it

thoroughly.

An item which the DASC may be required to justify in detail before the
Pre-RDAC is

the need for the number of prototypes being requested for

fabrication (if
singly

and in

raore than one),

the use of each,

the cost of the prototypes

total, and the date that assembly begins. for eacth model.

This is an excellent time. for the DASC to get that information, and to
satisfy himselt as to the need for the models requested.
An area of m)re concern and value than many people realize is

testing.

Good test rvsult-. are the most effective meats available to refute tho
inQ.viiablte claims by the theortticians that the Lystetw ciAt't possibly
achieve its perormance requiremeuts.
obj•ctive,
chi* uay,

are

low risk, and at the earliest pooiblo tite W
i the protra.

In

thore i" a high probability vf 24hievin4 the good rduultg utitvh

uie wo e

iditial visit to the PMK.

thtd

meoultia.

crtively bupport thq proiurm.

the VAS"C Ohwuld rfviot

In thib

prior test rCdultlA,

it

puroov. lcwatior. rtid titw of the teting, &he tooter aud tho
11W. 014uld altaki roview PI4fo ior futur'e L

jtIOrMb;StiOni
_X

is advtsable to esure•

tvast

a rscurceful fSC car

aany

It

esX~epi 6'Ot. V#Ult4.

o*ut have A pioedur

Wr~twt

Citcftt~j; i*

ý5tublished wtth t4h

frtio
41d

pt the

aItU401Y Uftikt'U5.
PiM to

±"fl

am
th'6

dt L.V5t vreuultti
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daily if permisnible.

This information is especially useful when

requesting additional fundin,, defending a funding input to the PON or
FYDP, or attempting to resolve an issue where test results are applicable.
The importance of test results as a tool for the DASC can't be overemphasized.
In addition to attaining proficiency in the program status area, the
DASC must establish procedures that allow him to meet the challenge of
maintai•ing that proficiency at a very high level.

To do this, he must

have a quick access channel to the PM at any cime.

It should be informal,

so as to enhance candid,

timely, two-way information exchange.

surprises can be afforded in either direction here.

No

The DASC should also

have ready access to the key staff members of the PMO, so they can provide
needed information if the PM is not available in an emargency.

This

initial visit to the PMO provides an opportunity for the DASC to meet
these people, and begin to learn who are the most profic-ýent and reliable
in their area.

The DASC should understand the strengths,

weakness.s, and

experience levels of rhe key staff of the PHO in order to be able to judge
the reliability of information received from tt.-m.

Heo cannot afford to

have a naive relationship with the PH sad his staff which blindly accepts
any inforcaation offered as complettly factual.

The relationship must be

open and vandid.

A fourth area in program exarteio
DASC to that of key proi~ram

oithe DASC'

that it of major concern to the

-ssuca.
This area wi

probably require mrxo

time tha# any other except program ststv.sa.

Program issues

wi~ll u.sutally dev.elop io three specific 4trewas - Prograz Track Record,
tragra" W'eaknass

-

Real and Ntteived, and Pollitical.

TMe peftras traL'recoed is th4 degree of success the program has had

J.n staying on schedule, within cost, maintaining a stable requirement,
completion of scheduled testing with good results, and s-•'cessful innovations by the PM.

Delays in schedule or testing immediately raise issues

because of tlae probable need for additional funds, a later IOC to the
trocps and/or possible technical pioblems.

Increased cost may have the

implied coiuatation of cost overrun, which immediately creates suspicion.
A change in the requirement usualiy leads to increased cost and schedule
delays,

and quite often extensive questions from OSD and Congress.

PM tries innovations and they are successful, he is a hero.
his mana3tt.rt ability becomes suspect.
pressure on

If

the

If they fail,

The DASC must exert maximum

PM to remain on schedule and within cost, and he must work

with the FISO to prevent requirement changes that will cause schedule
delays or cost growth.

He must also be alert to anticipate possible

issues in any of these areas and resolve them during the formulation stage
if possible.
A program may have strength in its support by the user, its trdck
reLord, priority, need, maturity of technology,
alternative developments.

system capability or

Each of these areas could also be a weakness.

All of these areas were discussed in some detail earlier in this sectiol',
so no further discussion is needed here except to say that che DASC again
mtus

anticipate problems and work to eliminate them before they become

solid.

Two other weaknesses are much harder to combat.

logistic support (ILS).

One is integrated

This is of keen concern to OSD and Congress, and

the user, because of potential operational problems caused by equipment
failures once it is fielded.
support costs.

These lead to increased operational and

Increased emphasis and management control by the PM is

about the o"Iy way to attack this problem.
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A final potential weakness is

survivability.

This is an area which c&nnot be tested,

are at the mercy of the study experts.
effectively addressed is
tactics.

so the DASC and PM

About the only way this can be

through a study or a modification of doctrine and

The DASC and PM will have to wargame this one to determine the

best approach.
Political issues are somewhat more difficult and more serious because
they are often concerns at the OSD and/or Congressional levels.
include such things as commonality,
service
zation.

'-

lications,

dullication,

They

interoperability, affordability,

joint

type of competition and NATO Standardi-

Precluding or defuzing issues in commonality,

duplication depends upon the DASC doing his homework,

interoperability and
using his information

sources to the maximum and convincing the PM to pursue commonality and
interoperability when appropriate.
counterpart in

The DASC's Division Chief or his

SRAO should be able to provide assistance in idantifying

candidates for commonality or interoperability, so it
these sources be relied upon for help.
of preventing surprises,

is recommended that

Affordability is

especially sudden ones.

usually a matter

A good relationship

between the PM and DASC can usually serve to prevent this type issue.
competition is

to be used,

ensure that the rationale to support this

course of action is objective and valid.
tition is

not used.

and quickly.

This is

Therefore,

selecting .-hat is

it

If

The same must be true if

compe-

an area where guidance vacillates frequently
is

a matter of analyzing the alternatives,

best for the program and then defending that position.

The joint service implications and NATO standardization areas are relatively
new, but are going to become increasingly important in the months ahead.
The prudent DASC will watcl these areas closely,
ongoing efforts in

talk Lo thIOG involved in

these areas and chart his course accordingly.

The one

L

survivability.

This is

an area which cannot be tested,

are at the mercy of the study experts.
effectively addressed is
tactics.

so the DASC and PM

About the only way this can be

through a study or a modification of doctrine and

The DASC and PM will have to wargame this one to determine the

best approach.
Political issues are somewhat more difficult and more serious because
they are often concerns at the OSD and/or Congressional levels.
include such things as commonality,
service implications,
zation.

duplication,

interoperability,

They

affordability, joint

type of competition and NATO Standardi-

Precluding or defuzing issues in commonality,

duplication depends upon the DASC doing his homework,

interoperability and
using his information

sources to the maximum and convincing the PM to pursue commonality and
interoperability'when appropriate.

The DASC's Division Chief or his

counterpart in SRAO should be able to provide assistance in identifying
candidates for commonality or interoperability so it
these sources be relied upon for help.
of preventing surprises,

is recommended that

Affordability is

especially sudden ones.

usually a matter

A good relationship

between the PM and DASC ca- usually serve to prevent this type issue. -If
competition is

to be used, ensure that the rationale to support this

course of action ia objective and valid.
tition is not used.
and quickly.

The same must be true if compe-

This is an area where guidance vacillates frequently

Therefore, it is a matter of analyzing the alternatives,

selecting what is best for the program and then defending that position.
The joint service implications and NATO standardization areas are relatively
new, but are going to become increasingly important in the months ahead.
The prudent DASC will watch these areas closely,
ongoing efforts in

talk to those involved in

these areas and chart his course accordingly.
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The one

40

thing which most not be done is to neglect these areas.
Knowledge of Relpted Programs.
The DASC is in the position at HQDA to determine which Army programs
are related to his.

This can be done through informal discussionr with

other DASC's, his Division Chief, his SRAO counterpart and members of the
key group.

If there is a possibility that a program is related to his,

the DASC should determine how and to what degree this relationship exists,
what is the priority of the other program, and what is its status.

Status

in this case, it,,ludes funding level, IOC, location in the acquisition
cycle,

test results and risk.

It

is important to ascertain also the

commonality potential with the other program and which direction the
commonality should flow.
Another area for consideration here is the potential interrelationship
with the related program.
results?

What is involved?

What are the potential

What are the operational implications of using the related

program and the DASC's system together; separately?

It may be necessary to

recommend a study efforc to look at these factors if they appear to be
valid .-oncerns.
The DASC is in a better position than the PM to make the initial
search for related programs and to make appropriate recommendations concerning them.

He must recain the big picture at his level and be con-

stantly searching for the best solution for the Army.

It is also the

responsibility of the DASC to keep the PM informed about any programs
which may be velated.

lie may even recommend that the PM contact the PM of

the other program for further discussions to determine if there is a
relationship.

With the continuing restrictions on funds, there is high

probability that emphasis to have fewer programs will increase.
4-15
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means the DASC will be expected to look very closely in this are:a to
ensure maximum commonality and interoperability is
duplication occurs.
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achieved and minimum

CHAPTER V
DASC CREDIBILITY

Lack of thorough knowledge and appreciation of the bureaucracy,

and/or

inadequate program expertise will severely reduce a DASC's effectiveness.
Lack of credibility will render him ineffective.
Credibility can be defined as "Worthiness of belief
confidence;

reliable."33/

Performance by previous DASC's has created a

high level of credibility for the DASC position.
this credibility,

Worthy of

.

In effect,

a portion of

defined in this paper as pseudo-credibility,

is

auto-

matically transferred to a newly assigned DASC for a quasi-probationary
period.
DASC,

During this period,

through his knowledge,

:.ich varies with the individual,
personal attributes,

the new

and performance,

replace this pseudo-credibility with his own true credibility.

will

This true

credibility may be higher or lower than the initial pseudo-credibility,
dependent upon how we"' the DASC performs his job.

The time required to

establish a DASC's credibility is also partially dependent upon the cir
cumstances which the DASC faces.

The more difficult the circumstances

to

which he must respond, the quicker the establishment of true credibility.
Established credibility is
nance.

not a constant,

but requires continual mainte-

This chapter of the paper discusses factors involved in establish-

ing and maintaining that credibility.
Information Base.
One of the items most important to the DASC in both establishing and
tatlantaining credibility is
system.

"(

Timely,

a solid,

timely,

accurate information is

prolific information base or

strength atOd a kay to success.

good, effective information system pleveoits sturprises.
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It

is

A

reliable and

provides information in sufficient time to permit preparation of an
effective counter to a poter,-ially adverse issue before it
fully surfaced.
to failure.

Conversely,

lack of information is a weakness that leads

Information that is

than no information.

matures and is

inaccurate or unreliable is often worse

Such information often causes surprises to occur

rather than prevents them.
lack of information.

If

information is

For example,

it

is

late,

of little

it

is

essentially a

value for the DASC to

learn that funds were available for reprograming and were provided to
selected programs yesterday,
impending action in

if

he needed the funds but was unaware of the

time to act.

In building his information system,
of Richard Neustadt,

who studied the information-collecting habits of

President's Roosevelt,
"It

is

Truman and Eisenhower:

not information of a general sort that helps a President

see personal stakes; not summaries,
amalgams.

the DASC should "consider the words

Rather

.

.

. it

is

not surveys,

not the bland

the odds and ends of tangible detail

that pieced together in his mind illuminate the underside of issues
put before him.

To help himself he must reach out as widely as he

can for every scrap of fact,

opinion, gossip,

bearing on his

lie must become his own

interest and relationships as President.

d.rector of his own central intelligence!"3'4/
The DASC must operate in this same manrer.
One of the first lines of coaununication he will. es'-blish is with the
I'M .

No surprises can be afforded botwoun the DASC and the PH.

prmviously,

their relationship should be open,

candid,

and inforinal.

Their Information exchange should be timely and complete.
Lo contact Lhe IM anytifle, day or night, it

an emergency.
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As stated

lie titust be ablu
The VM must

also be able and willing to contact the DASC at anytime, either in the
office or at home.

Program emergencies periodically occur during nonduty

hours, especially if testing is underway in a different time zone, such as
in Arizona or California.

Surpriaes must be precluded and problems dis-

cussed early so a course of action acceptable to both the DASC and PM is
pursued.
These two men must discuss all management issues, wargame alternative
actions to counter each by considering probable impacts on schedule,
funding, and risk, and the probable reactions by various elements in DA,
OSD, Congress, the user, OTEA, and any other agency with an interest, and
then select an alternative which is best for the program and supportable
at all important levels.

They will also priorittze trade offs, if

necessary, during funding drills.

These discussions should be conducted

before the actual funding exercises begin, and include the potential
impacts of each trade off.
The key group identified and discussed in Chapter III is extremely
important to the DASC's information base.

This group must understand and

appreciate each others concerns and understand the basis for those concerns.
The relationship will be very similar to that with the PM, except that it
is usually not necessary to call these men after duty hours.

Confidence

will be established among gzoup members that cannct be betrayed if the
group is to remain viable.

One betrayal can have a significantly adverse

impact on any credibility he may have acquired.
it will be almost impossible to recover.

Once lost in this manner,

The members of the key group

should interface daily, using either phone calls, personal visits, or
lunch time to get updated.

Informal discussion of plans, ideas and

problems prevents many mistakes and allows formulation of viable
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alternatives very early.
In addition to the key group,

the DASC should Identify and establish

working relationships in as many HQDA staff elements with a staff interest
in his program as soon as possible.

The single, most important aspect of

these relationships must be integrity.

Without integrity and trustworthi-

ness, the DASC is doomed to become a victim of the bureaucracy rather than

a user of it.

He should maintain two way comnmunication with these people,

although it may not be as frequently as with members of the key group.
The concerns of these people must be recognized and addressed, in relation
to the program.

Another thing the DASC must do quickly is to determine

the reliability of the contacts in the other staff elements.
critical importance.

This is of

Maintaining a good working relationship with these

people facilitates the coordination process once credibility has been
established.
The DASC will also want to establish contacts in other services and in
agencies outside HQDA.

This allows one to build a broad base of under-

standing for his program, to gain insight into related programs or
technology, to increase his own technical expertise, and to identify and
possibly resolve potential issues before they become critical.

It also

provides an avenue for technology transfer to the program at reduced risk
and low cost, and for possible funding support of selected aspects of the
program which may be in a high risk area.
Co'. .inication with people is a primary goal.
as well as speaking.

This involves listening

It is important that the DASC get out of the office

frequently, and meet the various participants in their home arena.
to-face comunications are vitally important.

Face-

This also allowV the DASC

an opportunity to observe first hand aome of the pressures which ilfiueace
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lie should try to put himself in the other person's

the other participants.

place and attenpt to understand those pressures so he will be better able
to counter them.
contacts.

This also provides an opportunity for informal,

off-duty

These are extremely important in getting the job done, and

often provide the basis for resolution of previously insoluble differences.
the DASC hopes to maximize the effectiveness of his information

If
base,

he must develop a maximum number of information sources,

determine

the reliability of each source, and cross check information with that from
other sources if at all possible.
verbal,
item.

The DASC will specialize in use of the

so development of his memory capability should be a high priority
He cannot afford to disregard information from any source without

thorough evaluation of the information,
received,

In collating the information

the DASC must recognize how the information affects his program,

and then filter the unnecessary portions out before transmission of the
informatLioa anywhere.

He must be clearly attuned to the political concerns

and areas of emphasis by DA, OSD and Congress,

and what the personalities

involved are most "likely to do under varying sets of circumstances.
DASC must also be clearly attuned to what is
said.

Tiho

not said as 'jell as what is

Quite often the unspoken things are most important.

Once the DASC has collected the information,

the good of Lhe program.

Sometimes,

different participant,

for

Information is perishable, and usually should be

acted on early to realize maximum value.
situation.

hie needs to use it

The action will vary with 'ho

the itiformation will merely be transmitted to a
or stored.

It

may be used to make a decision on a

schedule change, funding request or soUW other aspect of the program.
Dan't try to work in a vacuum, here.

Got help from the PM1, the key group,

the boss, o.! another iSC.

li-s

Keep an Open Mind.
Almost all individuals interviewed in preparation for this paper
expressed strongly the belief that the DASC must be an advocate for his
program.

The conflicting pressures of the DASC job include a need that he

be objective in his program support, but several of those interviewed
indicated serious concern that both roles could be played concurrently.
They believed the DASC could not be totally objective.
two words by Webster support this concern.

Definitions of the

However, there was no disagree-

ment on the belief that the DASC can and must keep an open-mind, aithough
even this may be difficult at times.
This author believes it is imperative that the DASC maintain an open
mind, and be willing to listen sincerely to all sides of a question or
This includes being open-minded

issue while supporting his program.

toward criticism of the program or various aspects of it.

One must also

be able to understand and follow the logic being used, but to quickly,
almost instinctively,

identify weaknesses or deficiencies in the logic,

assumptions or stated "facts" being usad.
rather than to hide problems,

concerns.

This leads ote to find solutions,

and to react positively atid quickly to valid

It does require complete integrity and trustworthiness in all

actiuns and relationahips.

naive in his beliefs.

However no suggestion is made that the DASC be

This can be as disastrous as keeping a closed-mind.

The recoen dation to keep an open mind while supporting the program
is based on the assumption

that the DASC has a clear, .;;oreheasive

understanding of all aspects of program expertise for his program as
discussed in Chapter IV.

To attempt to be an opemmLnded advocate with

leas than total program expertise borders on sheer folly.

However, failure

to be open-minded is also sheer folly if a DASC hopes to attain an
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acceptable level of credibility.

It

is therefore imperative that he

obtain the program expertise discussed in Chapter IV as a necessary prerequisiLe to establishing credibility.
By using the open-minded approach, the D&SC can begin to eliminate
emotionalism and hope as necessary ingredients of program defense, and
instead support his program using rationalism and logic.

Over the long

term, this is by far the strongest and most viable method of achieving
objectives of the program and the Army.

It

is well to remember that

sr',rt people who thought they were doing the right thing have,
done some dumb things.

in the past,

Without an open-minded approach, the DASC may be a

party in allowing a dumb thing to proceed unencumbered to its date with
destiny, which may not be in the Army's beat interests.

The open-minded

approach is a dangerous approach for the weak in spirit, because it
definitely leads to internal conflict.

It may mean a possible reassessment

of one's original position if, after thorough evaluation of the criticism,
there appears to be a better solution.

This reassrtsewont would then have

to be resolved with the WC's boss aad the PJM prior to o.ficialli changing
the original position.

This may even be compounded by a short suspeftse

date for completion of the action or resolutiou

of the issue.

Such is the

type of daily dilema which often confronts the DASC.

It is important that momentuj be established early and that the
program maintain that momentum once established.

Doing this means atayina

in step with the 14E, or perhaps phrased more correctly, to keep the Pt
step with the dictates and desires of Congress, OSD and HQDA.

in

To do this,

the MSC mwst be able to identify the criticaL path to ftilding early and
ensure that the program, mmentum. especially Aloong Uit critical path, is
maintained.

It

isup to bhi

to keep the PH frotu becomion
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ovurprotectiva

of the program, and to keep it, moving along the critical path, even when
problems threaten.

The DASC has the requirement to plan ahead and the

vantage point that should allow him to do so.

the

His familiarity -ith

acquisition cycle, his intimate knowledge of his program, and his information base should allow him to anticipate most problems prior to their
occurance so that he and the PM can develop timely counterstrategies.
Even though this paper has discussed at length the relationship
between the DASC and the PH, and that both should have the same program
objectives,

it must be recognized that the DASC's first loyalty belongs to

his boss at IIQDA.

He must be responsive to his boss, and provide him the

data necessary to make the hard decisions.

This is no job for a "yes"

man, because many of these decisions require extensive, difficult
discussuion

if

the best interests of the Army are to be satisfied.

The

DASC has developed confidences which he cannot afford to betray in these
discussions.

Yet he must often use information from these sources to

allow his boss ta make tht best decision.

tie may be faced with a dichotomy

of pressing for his program or alloing a different program, w~hich may be
more important to the Army, get priority for 4 limited amount of funds.

A

difficult moral dectston may have to be made as to the proper action.
nnce a decision is made,

weon though it mway have been oVposed by the PH

and/or the DASC, it is up to the DASC to tactfully porua•e1

P
:be P4

--

fully aupport the decision, and 4ttempt to achieve the beat possible

results from what may be a leas than desirable task or siiuatioa.

Thrai.

all of this, ho should keep a sense of humor, because, things can always get
.olrse.

Orl Presentation.
I* &Mir Lou to beiq so opeu-maidd advoeate who drives bis pca

through much of the daily bureaucratic maze of the Pentagon, the DASC
also has the Job of selling his program.

He must be an articulate,

persuasive briefer who can cnmunicate with individuals at all echelons
on very short notice and with minimal prev'..ration.
files three or four briefings with

He must have in his

.L.:es that can be edapted within five
OSD or Congress.

minutes for presentation at any level of HQDA,

This

requires not only a complete grasp of all aspects of program expertise,
but the ability to translate that expercise, using layman's language, into
a saleable product even, to a hostile audience.

Again, the information

base can be an invaluable asset here by allowing the DASC to kPow the
concerns of his audience, and then being able to address these concerns in
In many of these briefings, eye contact and abili'y to

the briefing.

"read the audience" is extremely important.

Anticipation and perception

of tk' mood of tha audience can't be overemphasized if the DASC is going to
succeed in selling his program.
with practice.

Proficiency in this area can be improved

The DASC must remai;

.oL, even ii trying situations, and

not allow frustrations to interfere with his effectiveaess.

He =autst also

believe very strongly in his program and be able to support it using

uwwimotioaal, irrafutable logic if he is to succeed agi.inst the hos tii a
audienc~t.
A couple aspects of progtam expartisa w~hich iinaerve slightly lucreased
emphasis are those of the naCe,

the tekchaology and their insterrellatiocchip.

The DASC must be able. not only to translate these into laytwns lairguago.
but also be able Lo paint a vivid, verbal picture

,fthe validity of the

aned and the program, why his program is rhow sot aMpprriacitde 04Tri41
the twtbhwlogy vith the ne.d, asd wh.er
DoD asche-.

of

it belongs io the v draloll Ay aw0

This picture mit be c€a.icated in such a way tho. it wtll

be accepted by the key personnel being briefed.
Aoility to write was discussed earlier, so will not be repeated here,
except to emphasize that proficiency in tnis area is no less important
than the proficiency in speaking.
Responsiveness.
Another area that influences a DASC's credibility is his responsiveness
to requirements and requests for information.

A basic prerequi3ite here is

for the DASC to have a clear understanding of research and development
language/terminology so that he can understand the request.

He must also

be familiar with the expected fornat of the reply, so that he can provide
the proper response in the correct format.

Both are important.

The

correct response using the wrong format will result in an opportunity to
redo the paper in the correct format.
The DASC should know the source of the request and recognize its
relative importance.

The multitude of demands on the DASC often dictate

that some tasks be delayed while more important tasks are completed.

The

source of the request will usually be a factor in dt.termining priority of

response.

When the response is prepared, the DASC must ensure it is con-

sistent with the HQDA position, PM objectives and other program documentation such as the SAR and the descriptive summary.
accurate and current.
dictates.

TI•e information must be

The response must be as timely as the priority

A request cannot be completely disregarded without potential of

future problems resulting.

The response must also comply with the request,

without voluntoering information in areas not addressed by the request.
Each request is usually for a specific purpose and requires specific
information, often in a specific format.

The perceptive DASC will anti-

cipate many of theae requirements and requests for information, and will
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become very adept at cutting and pasting from existing papers in the files.
This allows him to satisfy many of these requests in a short time with
minimal effort.
Action - Not Reaction.
The credible DASC is one who has the ability to see and understand th'a
"big picture" and not become inundated with minutie,.

He will look ahead

and ensure that his program plan is continually adjusted to meet and overcome potential challenges in an optimal manner.
and a doer as the requirements dictate.
simultaneously.

Ile is a planner, a driver

Often he may be doing all three

The good DASC does his homework thoroughly and complezely

In order to be prepared for the crises which he anticipates and which
inevitably happen.

In the ptessure packed arena where requi:oments far

outdistaL.ce resources, he is able to prioritize his activities and budget
his time so that the important activities always get done in time to
influence the action.

he recognizes those things he can change and pro-

ceeds to change them if appropriate.

The good DASC also knows that he

cannot afford to have a "wait and see" attitude, because this will result
in him losing control of the situation, which leads to disaster.

Rather,

he stays on the attack, believing that the best defense is a good offense.

st__e.
Each DASC must use the style that is moat effective for him.
be genuine.

It must

An artificial style is quickly perceived by many with whom

the DASC works regulqrly, with a resultant loss of credibility.

The

DASC's style must enable him to function effectively amid almost constant
confusion.

It must be & style that encourag•s

him to accept any responsi-

bilitied offered, and to perform at full speed under constant pressure.
because the short suspenses and pressurs are always preaent.
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His style

must allow the DASC the opportunity to frequently rise
take an objective view of the situation,
objectives.

Otherwise,

great and continuous.

above the din,

and reorient on his basic

he will tend to become ineffective.
The DASC cannot be an alarmist,

The din is

but must be able to

perceive threats to his program and to take appropriate actions quickly.
Ile must have a style that is
to widely varying situations.
range of problems.
if

possible,

objectives.
fortable,

adaptable,

so that he can effectively react

He will most probably be faced with a wide

His style should lead the DASC to avoid con[roatation

vet enable him to 4achieve his relatively in[lex.ible basic
Above all,

the IASC must have a style with which he is com-

yet allows him to retain his perspecLive of thi.lgs as they

really are.
Some of the style characteristics discussed above involved ability to
operate effectively under pressure.
management.
to the DASC.

This also requires effective time

Time seents to be one of tie most scarce resourcos av4ilable
The "ollowing ideas2-'

are suggested as possit'lo, aidi to

the DASC in gaining and maintaining ceontrol of hii time:
1.

Prepare e written list

each n!.ght of thingn

accomplishlid the next day.
the desk.

Prioritize the list e&nd keep it. ot

Do the itemi in order of priority as thti• allows.

Check oif each item as it
2.

is

v

l•m:,4.gcd.

Try to block out titu* eAch day, or every sýcott4 d:iy, to
in~rmolly with yotnco utot rpurt iW OUSDRF.,
ro1',ram and quantify thi4 titv.

3.

which must be

DO not allww it

block out cite oach day for a digciion

of

OASA(RD,))

with tho

tenw to be 4ioctist.- ud reqo.d dnsar'i.

ta bi
M.

t

and OLWSWIS.
openi

radi•d,

MakO notla

"tItt* Iiew. *h1.uld be
i

qu~ntgi tie•,d.
pJ

4.

Keep a.list of questions which need to be answered, and set a
block of time each day to call the appropriate source for information on these questions.

5.

This time should be quantified.

Try to arrange your schedule so that a period of 60-90 minutes
each day is set aside for written work on actions being prepared

for staffing.

During this period accept only "crisis" phone calls.

Have the secretary take the message on the others, and return the
call later the same day.
6.

Arrange a quantifijd block of up to 60 minutes to review documents,
reports, proposals, etc.
above.

Phone calls should be handled as in 5

It may be best to schedule both 5 and 6 for the morning

hours.
7.

Arrange a quantified block of 30-45 minutes each day, or every
second day, to handle unexpected requirements.

If

none are

received, use this time to complete as many items off the priority
list as possible.
8.

Arrange visits by contractors to preclude interfervnce with the
quiet work time.

The afternoon may be most appropriate for these

visit6.
9.

Take soae action on oach incoming paper iediately, even if that
action ta no more than filing the paper in a "hold" file.
all papers out of the "in"

Move

basket within thtee days, either by

completing the ac:ion. filing (to include hold file). or destruction.

When au iten has been in taht hold file for a year witho.t

action or adverse impact, it should be moved either to destruction
or to the permarent file.
10.

Organi:e your filing system within 60 days after assuing your
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DASC duties.
11.

Keep it up to date.

File items immediately.

Plan for meetings so that when they are held you can uove quickly
toward the objective.

Ensure that the objectives of the meeting

are clearly understood by all attendees.
There is also a word of caution about style.

The style must be one

that does not allow the DASC to take chances on security.

Me short

suspenses, heavy pressure, and large amount of classified material all
tempt a DASC to take short cuts to meet suspenses.

However, there are two

don'ts the author strongly recoamend3:
1. Don't leave the xerox machine without double checking to ensure
that all papers have been removod from both the output basket tnd
the reproduction glass.
2.

Don't ever put any classifed paper in your desk drawer.

In fact,

keep papers of any kind '%a the desk to a bare minimum.
There have been several extremely promising careers abruptly terminated
because an outstanding DASC was trying to get a paper somewhere quickly and
overlooked a classified papev still in the xerox.

Or ?erhaps he was

running to catch the last bus and didn't make a thorough security check,
resulttng; in a classified document being left outside the safe.

The care-

leaghess, or inattention to detail, especially in a fast moving, pressure
packed situation, just isn't worth the price.

Sharply hone yoru

security

This chapter has Cocused on the factors impacting on DASC credibility.

As can be seen, credibiiLty originates with the factors discussed in
Chapters II,

III and IV, and cu.minate. with some additional things that

are extremely important.

The road to credibility is rocky, steep and

arduous to travel, but ic

is the only one that leads 9 DISC to success.
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(AIAPTER V1.

RESPONS 16t1 LTIES OF TILE i)ASC

The dichotomy a DASC may face when determining Ohe best: ititereSL of
IhLs programi versus the best interest of Lhe Army i.;
j perceivod conflict between hiis responsibilities Lo

respons ibil it ie--

to the P'l.

Th~e degre

depends on the DASC's credibilityv,

iurther coinplicated by

HQD.: versus his
co.lc

oftiIatr~prei

his ability to Wor-k W"Lb

u1 l

and

his abi~lity to skillfully Use Ole various personal and bureaucratic tools
ava ilable. to

i im. This chapter will outl ine duties 1w iiustr:Performi to

SUpport HQD1A

wnd thW P'N, su.ne relat ton~h ips bvt-weL-i the tuo sets of duties,

and suggestions on how to zatnimize any percevived Lonfifc-s.

Areas of Rebponsibility Lo I(QDA.
Vie essence of all Lhe DASC functions listed in AR 70-16 is that he is
the DA Program Orchestrator fur his a~sstgwd prograth.1-y

To effectively

orcelLStratu hiS program the DASC must. cotnplotoly support the proer~am uslang
an op~n-tnl~rtded approach,

total program oxpcrtise and a thorought knowledge
If lie does not 'Oulieve in

of the bureaucrctcy, as prvviously discutssed.

hev should reco~maxud wterination

the Provwraw and 4upport It~ cowplkietly
attd/or 'Vi trwi-ferrvd to

1.

1.* 4o

Rvprvsout Ow~ iograwi:

at thw

Itt oL'(ht

orllest poasitl

to orlwarae

oprwnt'ivo on the Artay Staft.

awut tbdi

we

thc l~
K1.

ti4I

aad v~rut4-

iNtwvvr,

%itch Owe P'M jiot

4tcwt coOn~

hib; pru~,

o" thev Prortrt.

flASC ii'~st bv
1 - ýOw'liv to riýprcs~nt tho ?,"L oil am.' 4pitO
the PWI*

datiý.
Vic
Ilia

i*ýwoo aad *v~ai~

toi the MASC tcAtting thO

thig p)rogrAtt.

1tisL

i i a 6ý

As the program orchestrator,
program at any time.

the DASC must be able to represent the

This requires that he be articulate in speaking and

writing, know his subject and audience, and provide only that information
requested.

It

is usually counterproductive to be too wordy or to address

irrelevant issues of the program.

The decision makers and other informa-

tion requestors cannot afford the luxury, nor do they wish to have the DASC
prove how smart he is with each paper or in.every briefing.

They do want

the representation of the program to be timely, accurate and presented in

an understandable manner.

The ability of the DASC to effectively represent

the program on short notice allows the PM to devote more of his time to
program management rather than presenting a continuous road show.
Obviously,

the only way the DASC can respond effectively is to have total

program expertise.
2.

Make Recommendations.

The DASC will continually be makiag recom-

mendations on the various aspects of his program.

The recommendations may

be ta t.he form of funding requests, answers to qqestlon5,

response to

isaues or concerns, or, ýz-hapa more oubtly, in tho f-irm of information
papars.

ecomnmdacions also occur as the reiult of inaction by the MXC,

such as failure to request funds, failure to addre3a issues or concirns or
respouding too Iate or improperly to tequests for information.

Inactions

are usually negative responses.
3.

Discipline rIvocoss:

the syst~o:

In program orchestration, a WtSC discipline*

(I) troughi taskings and directives he pmarej; (2)with

reviews, hroitfngs, and neetiz.ýV vaich he rccommads; and (3) through
doecutatiou he prepares and/or review@.
discussed in detail with thw PM prir
program 4rttion

These taskivne aro normally

to issue.

varies dpeudia~g ou OSD or COx

The degree of HtDA
esuiaa

Iiiter-st,

program potential,
cycle.

size or track record, and position in the acquisition

These factors, in effect, determine the form and amount of program

discipline the DASU will admiister.
4.

Organize Support.

The DAWiC organizes program support by getting

maximum benefit from the PPBS, ensuring that all issues and concerns are
properly addressed, and through timely, effective program representation.
He also uses phone calls 2nd visits to organize support.

Constant inter-

face with all elements directly involved in the program, and many who are
only indirectly involved,

is the best way to keep people involved and to

ferret out concerns or reservations.
of the personalities,

It

can also provide an understanding

individual and organization biases, and the pressures

affecting those personalities and organizations,
program.

that interact with the

An opmn-mind is just as important in these phone conversations

and visits as it is in other daily Pentagon activity.
5.

Be a Team Member.

Regardless of the aspect of program orchestra-

tion, Lhe DASC has to function as a team member.

His position carries a

significant amount of int.uenct and prestige which,

if used judiciously.

can be converted into stro.kg leverage for his program.

The position and

attendant responsibilktieo require that all his roquests and/or actions be
based on boas-fide needs,

logical reasoc

aad mature judment.

aftord to make kinressonable requwats or idle threats.

He cannot

if the DASC flaunts

hio authorit.y and/or position, his eofecfctieness will be quickly and
seriously eroded.

This can adversely impct his program.

6. Collect Information.

A major part of prograz orchescrati.-. to

collectioa ad collaetton of ifoarmatioa.
actions and program recommandatiosw.
out bv based on truth and facts.

bauis for may

These aetiou and ceeom~ndaioaL

Basian
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This prov;dets tb

them on half-truths,

La. epresea-

tations or wishes can result in disaster for even a strong program.

The

DASC should also be aware that regardless of the information source or
validity, once the 1ASC states a position based on that information, the
position belongs to him.

it is his to defend.

An attempt to transfer

responsibility for the position to someone else is either uscleqý or
counterproductive.

The IDASC must therefore be convinced he is taking the

right position, and understand how to support iU. Info0•mation credibility
is often a function of reactiostime available to provide the information.
In requesting information the DASC should allvw maximum possible time for
outside input or taskings.

Ensure that those source.n know they have

maximum preparation time, &nd understand the impact if
Whcn transmitting infortuation,

"•

they are late.

try to transmit its deuree of credibility if

possible.

7.

Provide Iformation:

The ability to prioritize without panic,

include knowing when to react fast and when to do weseazrch,
attribute
it

of a asucceoful DASC.

All requc•wt

bource of the request,

s•Wwer all of them

In h;o prioritteatioa tho UASC conaid-cr

LnflLW~c

the

probablo imimct on the progcaas, availabtlity of

luformation requoi.*. Eor the VQrpltwv and othor requLVrOWut
Th¢ psriocit ation

is an essential

are aot of equal importaace.

is impossible to give them all equal time, or tu

ii.-diately or in detail..

to

tic May have.

•ust often b- done very quickly in ordet to favorahly

th~ ~upeajj

d~tLC aosigned to the requowc.

Thio owano the

AS

also tww to be abld to think and pl4n on tho wvo. ant4 to Wutally Store
ty. facts for irtant recll.

thre it; little or no tie

or rea,.:t in a doliboratu mawwwr.

nevvr Utopb Vintnja

l)Ase can I;utLquit

It

O

tias

to Qoer,

m.,•l~~l
m ,m •

a prioritcy took on

aom mm~m.llmm

mlmA-

m,
a

tbO tdlw1o•W

b oct

ý,r that roqusto nidver ceato.

to Oit and pla•,

OftoutheOW04Y W
iu

ii

to tawe hit

ttw
•ork

4.

to the Army Library, or to work after duty hours,
Synthesize Infornmation.

8.

A significant

or on Saturday or SutJay.
the success of

factor in

the DASC's ability to synthesize

his program orchestration effort is

information based on his program expertise, knowledge of the bureaucracy,
potential issues,

the political atmosphere,

and guidance he has been given.

This ability must be constantly used and finely honed until it
second nature.
process is

becomes

The insighL and perceptior, gained when the synthesis
usually very reliable, and provides

based on logic and facts is

a key ingredient to program success.

Failure here,

often places the DASC
A DASC credi-

in a reaction role and causes a loss of DASC credibility.

bility loss results in more demaads on the PM for briefings or information,
particularly by OSt, thereby detracting from his time available for program
Increased direct interface between the PM and OSD may reduce

mainageenent.

the information available to the UASC and the timeliness of UIQDA guidance
to the PIM.

and increases

This quickly reduces the L)ASC's effectiveness,

the probability of divorgnttce bvtween the program goals of the PH and those
of

WWAS

in largV

causin3 an adverse impact on the program.
measure by fundl

avail~bility,

Any program is

provides funds

and IIQIX not•ally

to saupport only those goalo acceptable to HLQ-1.

driven

A DASC .-either wants, nwr

efin afford, major differeltees betwecn tUQM and PtH goals.

uooto orch t ate te
et iftg.

pro

¢ai ts the i¢hodulitg aVd/or Cottduetiag of
for roco

-b.o
He. will b%

e
ChV suhWot,

k?
the

rtivratis,

hOWCiM,

.aditing th-t-etiar

Itid the place.

Owt

OW
tomn is aipro.vW tzw tWSC will Qrgane the

tls

evvn coWuct it.

obj¢ti.vv

of

wt

For tOw owtiaQ
tit
uo

wsi bd cleatly doitew

Once thO

-nae-

to be uorthw~hle.

or review,
Cdcoe -

and
the Ptufes'

aSEA

and ur/rtwcoo4 by -II

partil.-.ts prior Lo the meeting.
fr ce meetiag.

This can be done in the task 4 .ng message

During the meeting, the leader will need to prevent

confuii"- ar. t•riinderstanding,

and to keep ths; discussion productive.

'this requires thorou-gh briefing of the leader on all aspects of the subject
prior to rhe meetkng to ensure he thoroughly understands ihe subject,
probable issues and probabe positions of all participants.

Fllowing the

meeting, minutes should be prepared and dispatched to all participants
within a very few days.

These minutes should include items discussed,

results of discussion, any issues left unresolved, any taskings,

and

suspense dates for those taskings.
Some worthwhile guidelines for conducting a meeting or review include:Y/
a.

Starc the meeting on time.

b.

Have an agenda and follow it.

c.

Seating arrangement Ls important.

d.

Control the talkative.

0. Draw out the sileat.
f.

P~rotect the weak.

j. Eacourabe tbt clash of Wdoas.

h. Watch out for sugg-ato-aquasiinyg reflex'.
t.
It

Close on a note of achievement.
L•

-mpcrtant tthat ,.he DASC have a reasooable and achievable

objective for rWQndQing I mesting OT' .3V(WW.

He mate easuce appropriate

pirtLcLpatean thmou- his raccnwtodation. task-Lag, And prior Coordination.
He must also oewia

hi.. boas isn't stirpnist at the 064ticnl.

so'wad know what will b# briefed, eAd the probable positi.on
bltile,

to
prior nh

outing.
a

Hewl ii

of his. autbowitys both ia Qr&A4:1=

ThA DASC
of all

r4coItizai aam adinia to the liatr

and LO COUCCLA A .eatUa

Or V*ViUui

i

t room for a

Ile m)vst also learn the mechanics of restrvlng and preparink
briefing.

Mistakes in

1This just can't be left to chance.

the little

things can cause big problems.
Areas of Resplosibiity to the PM.

?M, the DNSC normally has four broad areas of responsibil
)lis posit;

as a major policy advisor to the PM.

One is

makwng process,

with the

ise of the DASC will v:-

Although the

Policy Advisor.

1.

*

to fte PM.

! in the decision
and his

his daily interface with the key de:•.tion makers,

participation in the policy tormulation process provide unique insights
into current

OSD and Congress

trends and pressures of ILQDA,

thinking,

These insights are

transmitted to the PM.

which can be frdiately

they allow him to adjust his program

extremely important to thv- PIM because

in a timely manner in order to be responsive tc new guidance,

or to

thoroughly assess impacts of inappropriate changes and be able ro present
The effectiveness of

strong, timely rbuttals to those change Proposals.

the DASC'o informataion base is a erttical Qlement in this policy advisory
situation aud pavtici-

Vole..ie taust be acutely attutwd to the polttica).

why thty QSAngw.
Thib iuforabt '

tecu*sse. with the PH on * dily
i
ioýu

aaicip4to 0h4.eZ

chlags

4att

ilteue

pottntial issues.

to., cnce-acta

am= nted applieo

1The

-nsow itmadiatoly whun a4W

"nd he muot

pants as they impact on hir program.

4f critica'*

i

baosi.
rtaatic

i

obilicy to

Uth

to both the

WksC and thr pt,.

TAW tVSC calmo poqvdot tha. PHM
ieson thgtimporfiww
to tt

ti.vebtig tionii to d

i

rllI

Id•amm

td~nmim n"N

m

tlwnvvn

Chnomi

At~d

".nn~a A

pCQ
Sroeriat

thena itn -6P0itiO'I to

po*aib'1s
*tvriavN.

pzwigc
Ia

-' V101494 prosrda'g

airtd Pogz~iblf avolw Vi rolac oNxbhtp 0i thicse

?41

T

FW6 pr4v.

ritiicatioiA

si

ari:

~~niu

of

a

l

@

ni%%iPlnr
of i

or •rehft, oo
'adis

hN

i

rnldimL649Y

n

flll10p
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DASC ensures the PM completely understands the HQDA position and guidance
pertaining to his program.
goals be the same.

It

Is imperative tnat the HQDA and PM program

The DASC and PM must exert every effort to prevent

surprises from occurring between them, and to keep their goals the same.
2.

Stra:egy Formulation.

A second broad area is
This is

formulation of program strategy.
that the pressures of HQDA,
the DASC.

OSD,

to assist the PM in

related to the advisory role in

and Ccngress are provided to the PM by

It differs in that the impacts of these pressures are w'rgamed

on the current program and oii selected alternative strategies in an effort
to anticipate any need for change.

These selected alternatives are then

considered with respect to funding needs,
changes can be accommodated.

If

so, how.

and whether any required funding
This ptocess will certainly

identify the critical path and ensure Chat planning is
crivical path requirements.

done to support the

These sessions offer an excellent opportunity

for the DASC to eniure that he has no conflict between his responsibilities
to HQDA and to the PM if he can convey to the PM the true meaning of HQDA
guidai.ce and the need to follow it.
The LASC also assists in

formulation of program strategy by influencing

the amount and type of "help" the PM gets in determining program direction.
If

there is

a difference in HQDA and PM goals,

the requirements for

explanations by the P14, and the advice he gets from both the decision makers
and those in positions of authority without program responsibility will
significantly increase.

A proficient DASC can eliminate much of this if

he ib doing his job and has gotten the Ps! to aline his goals with those of
HQDA.

However,

if

the PM is

tryiag to pursue a strategy without solid,

supportable rationale, perhaps he needs additional "help" or guidance in
adjusting his perspective.
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The DASC assists in formulation of ASARC alternatives.

This may be an

area of significant initial differences between the DASC and the PM.
However, the DASC has the responsibility to ensure that the alternatives
covar all options, ad that they are stated in a manner that allows them
to be defended through the ASARC/DSARC process.

He cannot allow the PM to

exclude alternatives just as a program protective device.
counter-productive.

This is often

The DASC also has the obligation to question the PM

on rationale for selection of the preferred alternative, and to ensure it
is supportable.

the DASC must be extremely careful,

However,

actions and assistance,

ip all his

not to ursurp the power or perogetives of the PM.

He should rely heavily on friendly persuasion.

The P1 has final responsi-

bility for the results of the program strategy.
3.
program.

Maintain Urgency.

The DASC must maintain a sense of urgency in the

He should resist changes to the program that lengthen the schedule

or increase the cost.

These reduce program credibility and make it more

difficult to defend in the HQDA, OSD, and Congressional areea.

The DASC

can use several of his tools here, such as recommending special program
reviews to key decision makers, providing inadequate juatification for
funding requests or not acting on reprograming needs for a charae.

Vieoe

should be done with the full knowledv of his boss •ad the M, OVA only
when he has very deoansible ratiunle for doiaS so.
4.

Apply Leverage.

The fourth area of responsibility to the PH is

for the DASC to use his leverage as appropriate to assist the-h. T•htis
can be doue as a noval part of hi.

RQU

ceapom 10ilities

W&g programu !4lefalgs to various staff elemeai

at

such-"

presnAt-

QDA. CSD or _Cugrosis.

He consisateutly sua'ports the program goais and objectives at theoc lItyel.
If it ..

ag....a.y for the P.. to appear at I

64-

* O)SD Qr (....rds., thd

Wl-C

can ensure this occurs in a timely manner before the situation gets out of
hand.

However,

the thrust should be to reduce these demands to a minaimm.

Influencing the funds available to the PM is another way the DASC
applies leverage.

He makes quick reaction trade-offs to achieve the

proper funding availability.

These should be discussed with the PM in

strategy sessions prior to the action if possible.
must b4

If not, then the PM

notified of the action at the earliest possible time.

The DASC can also influence the actions of TRADOC, DARCOM or other
agencies by recommending taskings, directives,
through informal lobbying via phone calls.

reviews, and meetings,

or

These are very powerful tools

which are not otherwise readiiy available to the PM.

In addition, the

DASC assists in determining the degcon of program visibility at HQDA, OSD
and Congress.

This visibility may vary depending upon the stage of

ievolopment and the program activities underway.
things as participants at briefings, reviews,

It

is influenced by such

or meetings,

with activity

reports, visits to test oites, distribution of test risults and availability of other types of documentation.

The degree of visibility to be

aimed for should.result from the strategy formulation with the PH.
DASC will then execute the strategy at HQDA and OSD.

It

The

is importaat to

be able to accurately judge the probabilities of program succes before

determining visibility goals.
The DASC, through participation in studies, and as a member of study
ad,;tLory groups (SAG),

project advisory group# (PAG),

groups can certainly exert leverage to &e#t*t the PH.
%edye are

panbls or working
The moat coca

o support prosram goal., provide retiouale from the Notagoc

savtromant that supports the prefotred course of action, end 6a able to
cleqwr'y are•culiUt

why oaer altectives are lear destrable courgeo
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of

action.

When studies must come to UQDA for approval,

option of recommending that DCSRDA non-concur if

approach is incorrect,

toe I2ASC has the

the basic methodology or

lie has a responsibility to make his position and

the rationale to support his position known to the SAG chairman at the
earliest possible date.

He must also keep his boss informed of any

concerns he may have, and ensure they become a matter of record very early.
A final area of leverage available to the DASC is the responsibil!cy to
coordinate all activities and most primary documents necessary to complete
development.

This can be a tremendous lever, because it gives the DASC the

opportunity to make final recomanendations of wording of the documents being
sýbmitted for approval.

If he has really done his homework,

the coordina-

tion p! ,cess provides the vehicle to get his program approved in a form
that is Most readily defended.
Thu apiarent conflict between DASC responsibilities to IIQDA and the PH
nteed be no more than that if he understands his priorities, stands by his
g~ins, and tactf,,l1y corvinces the PM tlz.at his program objectives must
coiticide with the pro'gram objectives of HQUA.
challeng-ts of being a BASC.

I
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Herein lie* one of the major

ChAPTER VII
S MMARY

The DASC is

a prominent and influencial member of the Program
Yet

Development and Acquisition Management Team for his assigned program.
ills responsibilities include supporting or

his role is paradoxical.

defending a program, yet severely questioning that same program; urging
the PM to use all poosible haste in achieving a required capability,

yet

convincing his boss that the program must be slowed down to prever..
impending disaster; admonishing the P'1
funding profile,

to stay within the approved program

yet using all his wiles to justify the need for additional
in the best interest of the Army and the

is

funds when be believes it

program; developing a belief in a program that encompasses the full range
of his emotions,

yet susteining that belief through logic and facts;

always rushing to MOt impossible 5tspenses,
somaoat about the moat important program in

yet never too busy to talk to

the Army; usually carrying an

almost impossible work load, yet always willing to accept additional work
if it

will help his program; and continually being faced with the moat

frust'ating or waddotuin

decisions imaginable, yez bein6 able to retain a

•wae of huowr and laugh at adverwity.
The Air Forco su"cuto that "the Letisltuivo Program and Uudgot Cycle

keeps rollinK a••ng;
Every now (DASC)

it

does not dtop to provide tioe for tile uninitiated.

must be ready to producý imdiately a3d do It

efficitot atd orderly utQsau
This is all teuo.
do bWcex

Tihero is

no tim

to °practice°'"

/

Yet thQ MR; does practice daily and the uuintttited

initiated and do ourvivo.

Lnitiated has a diret
better.

.

in aOt

The spood with which tbey boeQo

Lsavt oa their

ssijned proram

-

the faster, the

This paper has presented,

throug;h

the eyes of a former DASC,

as

leavened with some veLy sage advice from many very fine vid knowledgeoblindividuals, some of the things a DASC can do to reduce this initiation
period.

It

is

imperative 'hat he know the procedures used to fund

programs and how decisions affecting those prog'rams
learn the bureaucracy and how Lo use it
not necessarily a dirty word.
explained in Chapter IV.

Bttreaucracy is

gain program experLise as

This will probhahly not come easy.

hard work and constant study.

fLt requirvs

lie mu.ut build a high dcgru.c of credlibhlity.

His success here will have a direct
thereof.

to his advartage.

The DASC mu:,

Hoe must

ande.

Jre

irnpact on his e fic, ecy,

or lack

An ability to spceak. and to write articulately are essenttial.

The DASC must continually strive to Improve in these areas,
his proficiency.

regardless of

lie should never hesitate to use a dictionary,

or oven a grauwnar book.
most importantly,

a thesaurus

They can be the most valuable aids he has.

he must be able to work with people,

the ochor person's position and to coauunicacr.

And

to place himself in

Only in this way can the

big puzzle be fitted togother.
"The high achiever nteeds the orcantzaciunal cimate and c•p-aility
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